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F O R E W O R D 
 

 
The current issue of “New Arrivals: List of New Additions with 
Summaries” contains a list of Reference Works, New Books, 
acquired during the period January – March 2018 and 
available for use in the National Social Science Documentation 
Centre of ICSSR. 

 
In the main text, entries are arranged by Author, followed by 
bibliographical details and summary of the document. Books 
with editors have been arranged by title. Subject index is 
given at the end in which subject refers to the serial number 
of the entry in the main text.  
 
Interested readers can consult the listed titles by visiting the 
library. 
 
Suggestions are welcome. 
 
                       Ramesh Yernagula          
                 Director (Documentation)  
                                                   NASSDOC                                         
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  NEW ARRIVALS  

    

S.No  Description Acc. No 

1 आदिवासी मदिलाओ ंके दवरुद्ध अपराध/ एस. एन. चौधरी एवं मनीष दमश्र 

द्वारा सम्पादित --नई दिल्ली, कॉने्सप्ट पब्लिद ंग, 2017 

49707 

  प्रसु्तत सम्पादित पुस्तक जनजातीय, आदिवासी मदिलाओ ं के प्रदत 

अपराधो पर  ोध पत्ो ंका संकलन िै | इसमें अपराध की अवधारणा, 

अपराध के स्वरुप तथा अपराध के संभादवत कारणो ंकी दववेचना िै | 

संकदलत  ोध पत्ो ंमें अपराध के दिनु्दओ ंके िा शदनक, सैधांदतक एवं 

तृणमूल स्तर पर उपलब्ध यथाथश पूणश पक्ो ंका सपष्ट अंकन िै, दजससे 

दवषयवसु्त को िौब्लद्धक एवं सामादजक दृदष्ट से समग्रता समझा जा 

सकता िै | दपछले ७० वषों में आदिवादसयो ंकी सभ्यता व संसृ्कदत में िो 

रिे पररवतशनो ं के फलस्वरूप आदिवासी मदिला समुिाय असुरक्ा की 

पररदध में फसता जा रिा िै | 

 

   

 

 

 

2 Agarwala, Ramgopal 49599 

  Demonetisation: a means to an end?/ Ramgopal Agarwala--New 

Delhi: Sage Publications, 2017 

 

  On 8th November 2016, India was caught unaware and shaken 

to its very roots, when the majority of the currency in circulation 

became stripped of its value. People were grappling with an 

entirely unfamiliar situation - 'demonetisation'. The move 

unleashed a huge debate on television, in newspapers, and on 

social media, the likes of which had never been seen. The author 

takes an incisive look at the events that led to demonetisation, 

the aftermath, and its implications. 

 

   

 

 

 

3 Agriculture against the climate odds: perspectives and  

interventions for food security in the difficult times of global/ 

edited by Vir Singh--New Delhi: SSDN Publishers, 2018 

49552 

  India has always been subjected to a large degree of climate 

variability. This is likely to be accentuated by climate change. 

Discusses impact of climate change on agriculture. The 

necessary tactics would include conservation and augmentation 

of potential natural resource, alternative technologies and 

institutional intervention, including policies at local, national, 

regional and global level to address adaptation to and mitigation 

of climate change. The book attempts to address the issues of 

food production on sustained basis amidst climate odds. 
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4 Alternative organisations in India: undoing boundaries/ edited by 

Devi Vijay and Rohit Varman --Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2018 

49711 

  This book studies accounts of alternative organisations in India 

and provides critical insights on if and why alternative 

organisations matter to management theory and practice, how 

management theory can be applied to the context of alternative 

organisations, and how, from an alternate organisational 

perspective, existing debates in management can be enriched. 

 

 

 

 

5 American universities abroad: the leadership of  independent 

transnational higher education institutions/edited by Ted Purinton 

and Jennifer Skaggs--Cairo: The American University in Cairo 

Press, 2017 

49642 

  Across the globe, American-style and liberal arts universities are 

being established. From the first, the American University of 

Beirut, established in 1866, to the liberal arts institutions being 

established in Saudi Arabia, Ghana, and elsewhere in the twenty-

first century, there is a clear sense of the global desire for the 

American approach to higher education as a way of 

counteracting traditional, more narrowly defined university 

educations. However, these universities operate in a distinctive 

dynamic that must learn to bridge one culture with another, and 

leadership of such institutions must by its nature focus on such 

complexities and tensions. Throughout the chapters of this book, 

this unique element of these universities will be better 

understood through the stories and experiences as presented by 

their presidents, provosts, and other academic leaders. 

 

 

 

 

6 Asian poverty miracle: impressive accomplishments or incomplete 

achievements/ edited by Jacques Silber and Guanghua Wan--

Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2016 

49543 

  Following rapid economic growth in recent decades, Asia and 

the Pacific experienced an impressive reduction in extreme 

poverty, but this drop was not uniform and achievements are still 

incomplete. Vulnerability to natural disasters, the increasing 

impact of climate change and economic crises should all be 

taken into account. There is also a need to consider the 

multidimensional nature of poverty and the non-uniformity of 

the decrease across different ethnic groups. This book explores 

the Asian ‘poverty miracle’ and argues for the development and 

use of an Asia-specific poverty line. 
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7 Bales, Stephen 49615 

  Social justice and library work: a guide to theory and practice/ 

Stephen Bales--Cambridge: Chandos Publishing, 2018 

 

  Until recently, library goals have largely been abstract; they are 

things like knowledge creation, education, forwarding science, 

preserving history, supporting democracy, and safeguarding 

civilization. But now more and more library and information 

science professionals are coming to see themselves as change 

agents and front-line advocates of social justice issues. This 

book will serve as a guide for those library workers and related 

information professionals that disregard traditional ideas of 

"library neutrality" and static, idealized conceptions of Western 

culture. The book will work as an entry point for those just 

forming a consciousness oriented towards social justice work 

and will be also be of value to more experienced "transformative 

library workers" as an up-to-date supplement to their praxis. 

 

 

    

8 Bar-Eli, Michael 49621 

    Boost!: how the psychology of sports can enhance your 

performance in management and work/ Michael Bar-Eli--New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2018 

  

  Boost breaks down the complex behavioural science of getting 

ahead. Through scientific research, unique case studies and 

anecdotes from the world of sports and beyond, the author 

explains the psychological underpinnings of human behaviour 

and how we can harness this knowledge to perform at our 

highest levels, succeeding in our careers and personal lives. 

 

 

 

    

9 Barkataki-Ruscheweyh, Meenaxi 49723 

  Dancing to the state: ethnic compulsions of the Tangsa  in 

Assam/  Meenaxi Barkataki-Ruscheweyh--New Delhi: Oxford 

University Press, 2017 

 

  The study is based on the ethnographic field work conducted 

among the small Tangsa community living in Assam in northeast 

India. This is a study about marginality and its consequences, 

about performance of ethnicity at festivals as sites for both 

resistance and capitulation, and about the compulsions, imposed 

by the state and dominant neighbours, that can force small ethnic 

groups to contribute to their own marginalisation. 
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10 Barr, Stewart 49697 

  Geographies of transport and mobility: prospects and  challenges 

in an age of climate change/ Stewart Barr--London: Routledge, 

2018 

 

  The book is structured in three parts. Part I explores how 

personal mobility has evolved since the mid-nineteenth century, 

plotting the intricate relationship between new forms of mobile 

technology, urban planning and design and social practices. Part 

II examines how researchers study transport and mobility, and 

outlines the different intellectual trajectories of transport 

geography and geographies of mobilities. Part III then outlines 

and discusses the discourse of sustainable mobility that has 

emerged in recent years; the ways in which social, economic and 

environmental sustainability can be promoted through different 

strategies, focusing on behavioural change and urban design. 

 

 

 

 

    

11 Ben-Yehuda, Nachman 49627 

    Fraud and misconduct in research: detection, investigation, and 

organizational response/ Nachman Ben-Yehuda and Amalya 

Oliver-Lumerman--Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 

2017 

  

  In Fraud and Misconduct in Research, Nachman Ben-Yehuda 

and Amalya Oliver-Lumerman introduce the main characteristics 

of research misconduct, portray how the characteristics are 

distributed, and identify the elements of the organizational 

context and the practice of scientific research which enable or 

deter misconduct. Of the nearly 750 known cases between 1880 

and 2010 which the authors examine, the overwhelming majority 

took place in funded research projects and involved falsification 

and fabrication, followed by misrepresentation and plagiarism. If 

the accusations were confirmed, the organization usually 

punished the offender with temporary exclusion from academic 

activities and institutions launched organizational reforms. 
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12 Bhattacharya, Bimalendu 49566 

    Global urban process: growth of towns and cities/  Bimalendu 

Bhattacharya--New Delhi: Concept Publishing, 2017 

  

  Urbanization, man's best achievement, forming a very small 

fraction of human history/existence on this earth, has gone 

through a series of transformations affected by various forces 

which are assessed in this book. As the time-gap in the 

succession of different phases of transformation has lessened, 

the mid-twentieth century marks a watershed in the course of 

urbanization both in its regional spread as well as in sharpening 

the 'urban divide', propelled by changes on the political map of 

the world resulting from decolonization. All these politico-

economic changes along with fast changing life-style of people 

especially in the developing world open up new debates as we 

consider the urban future. 

 

 

 

 

    

13 Bhutan: new pathways to growth/edited by Sabyasachi  Mitra and 

Hoe Yun Jeong--New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2017 

49553 

  This book chronicles Bhutan’s development story and discusses 

a range of policies that can unlock the country’s economic 

potential and overcome its limitations. It consolidates a body of 

knowledge accumulated by the Asian Development Bank while 

working with the Royal Government of Bhutan on monitoring 

and strengthening its macroeconomic management framework, 

and through support to development activities throughout the 

country. 

 

 

 

 

    

14 Bordonaro, Karen 49632 

    International librarianship at home and abroad/ Karen Bordonaro 

--Cambridge: Chandos Publishing, 2017 

  

  International Librarianship at Home and Abroad examines both 

the concept and reality of international librarianship. The intent 

of this book is to explore different ways that international 

librarianship might be understood and practiced. The book seeks 

to enrich and improve the everyday work done by librarians both 

at home and abroad in areas such as collection management, 

library services, and learning styles and techniques. 
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15 Bottom-up approaches in governance and adaptation for sustainable 

development: case studies from India and Bangladesh/edited by 

Pradip Swarnakar, Stephen Zavestoski and Binay Kumar Pattnaik--

New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2017 

49669 

  This book analyzes how governance and climate change 

adaptation - both integral to sustainable development - operate 

outside the bureaucratic apparatus of the state. It examines ‘top-

down’ and ‘bottom-up’ approaches to sustainable development 

and looks at a possible ‘middle-out’ approach to resolving the 

challenges to sustainable development. The book also includes 

case studies from India and Bangladesh, which show that 

community-level factors such as social and cultural capital are 

key to the success of sustainable development efforts. 

 

 

 

    

16 Braun, Virginia 49597 

  Collecting qualitative data: a practical guide to  textual, media 

and virtual techniques/ Virginia Braun -- Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2017 

 

  Collecting Qualitative Data offers a practical and accessible 

guide to textual, media and virtual methods currently under-

utilised within qualitative research. From gathering blog data to 

the story completion method to conducting focus groups online, 

the methods and data types featured in this book are ideally 

suited to student projects and other time- and resource-limited 

research. In presenting several innovative ways that data can be 

collected, new modes of scholarship and new research 

orientations are opened up to student researchers and established 

scholars alike. 

 

 

 

    

17 Cambridge handbook of creativity across domains/edited by James 

C. Kaufman, Vlad P. Glaveanu and John Bear--Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2017 

49622 

  After a broad discussion of creativity across different domains, 

subsequent chapters look deeper into those individual domains 

(the traditional arts, the science, business, newer domains, and 

everyday life) to explore how creativity varies when expressed 

in different ways. Ultimately, the book offers a future-looking 

perspective integrating the different variations of creativity 

across domains. 
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18 Campelo, Claudio Elizio Calaza 49584 

    Volunteered geographic information and the future of  geospatial 

data/ Claudio Elizio Calaza Campelo --Hershey: IGI Global, 

2017 

  

  Volunteered Geographic Information and the Future of 

Geospatial Data is source for the latest scholarly research on 

information gathering from volunteers, as opposed to official 

agencies and private companies, to compile geospatial data. 

Highlights topics such as regional landscape mapping, road 

safety, and land usage, digital rights management, disaster 

planning, quality evaluation and assessment. 

 

    

19 Chakrabarti, Anindita 49734 

  Faith and social movements: religious reform in contemporary 

India/Anindita Chakrabarti--Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2017 

 

  Faith and Social Movements tries to understand the multitude of 

faith movements in our post-secular world by analyzing the 

theology and practice as well as the transformation of two 

discrepant religious movements in contemporary India. The 

book is divided into two parts. The first part dwells on 

Svadhyaya, a Hindu reform movement, and the second part on 

the Tablighi Jamaat, an Islamic reform movement. 

 

    

20 Chandra, Amiya 49686 

  Trade game: engaging with Central Asia/  Amiya Chandra--New 

Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2017 

 

  This book delves deeper into the complex and intricate 

geopolitical, security and economic relationship of India with 

Central Asia. The book covers the detailed study of the issues 

involved, stakeholders, extent and pattern of the relationship, 

evaluates the current approach and suggests further possibilities 

to strengthen the Indo-Central Asia relationship. 

 

    

21 Chasie, Charles 49547 

  Naga memorandum to the Simon Commission, 1929/  Charles 

Chasie --Kohima: Standard Printers & Publishers, 2017 

 

  Discusses the Naga memorandum which was an historical 

landmark in the development of Naga politics. The book has 

included the opinion of two groups of people. The first are 

descendants of the signatories themselves and the second group 

some people of repute. Gives historical account of British 

intrusion to battle of Khonoma (1832-1880); purpose and setting 

up the Simon Commission; the Naga memorandum to Simon 

Commission and discusses the present scenario as well. 
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22 Chasie, Charles 49548 

  Road to Kohima: the Naga experience in the 2nd World   War/ 

Charles Chasie and Harry Fecitt--Norway: Barkweaver 

Publications, 2017 

 

  Through personal stories it illustrates the ordinary experience of 

those caught up in the World War 2 fighting and tells how their 

lives were affected by it and how live were pieced together after 

the battle moved on. Alongside these poignant tales lies the 

deeper historical facts of how outside force affected the events in 

Kohima and brilliantly weaves together the bigger picture with 

these personal stories. 

 

 

 

    

23 Christensen, Johan 49663 

  Power of economists within the state/ By Johan Christensen --

Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2017 

 

  The spread of market-oriented reforms has been one of the major 

political and economic trends of the late twentieth and early 

twenty-first centuries. Christensen uses comparative case studies 

of New Zealand, Ireland, Norway, and Denmark to show how 

the influence of economists affected the extent to which each 

nation adopted market-oriented tax policies. He finds that, in 

countries where economic experts held powerful positions, 

neoclassical economics broke through with greater force. 

Drawing on revealing interviews with 80 policy elites, he 

examines the specific ways in which economists shaped reforms, 

relying on an activist approach to policymaking and the 

perceived utility of their science to drive change. 

 

 

 

    

24 Climate change and the future of Himalayan farming/edited by Tor 

H. Aase  --New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2017 

49555 

  This volume seeks to understand the challenges faced by the 

Himalayan farmers and their agricultural institutions in 

constantly changing external production conditions. Given that 

agriculture is most sensitive to climate change, the aim of this 

volume is to relate contemporary farming practices with 

projected future changes. Climate change, the contributors to the 

volume argue, is not the sole factor that impacts agricultural 

practices. This volume takes a long view of the year 2100 and 

projects a course of action that best prepares farmers and 

farming communities to future climate changes and generalized 

uncertainties. 
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25 Climate change: an encyclopedia of science, society   and solutions/ 

edited by Bruce E. Johansen--California: ABC-CLIO, 3 Vols. 2017 

49594-

49596 

  Climate Change: An Encyclopedia of Science, Society, and 

Solutions combines entries describing earth's variable climatic 

history, references to scientific literature, weather record data, 

and selected primary documents to present readers with a 

comprehensive account of global warming's effects worldwide. 

By examining verifiable, quantitative information such as the 

frequency and intensity of hurricanes and changes in the 

hydrological cycle, as well as clear patterns and trends of 

alternating droughts and deluges and wildfires, melting ice, and 

rising seas, readers will be able to understand why scientists are 

so concerned about the future of our climate. 

 

 

    

26 Contemporary Indian society: a gendered perspective/edited by Jyoti 

Prasad Saikia and Shweta Prasad--New Delhi: Concept Publishing, 

2017 

49719 

  This volume has addressed a wide array of current social issues 

and problems relevant to women in India from a sociological 

standpoint and a gendered perspective. The twelve studies 

incorporated in this volume cover issues such as Significance of 

Gender Studies, Muslim Women’s Activism, Women in Conflict 

Situation, Women’s Individuality and Development, Witch 

Hunting, Women’s Representation in the Media, Gender 

Equality and Family Planning, Status of Working Women, 

Discriminations against Dalit Women, Female Sex Workers, 

Work and Economic Empowerment of Women and Feminist 

Thought and Indian Feminism. 

 

 

    

27 Contemporary relevance of Ambedkar's thoughts/ edited by Avatthi 

Ramaiah --Jaipur: Rawat Publications, 2017 

49598 

  Contemporary Relevance of Ambedkar’s Thoughts attempts a 

fresh look at the various challenges confronting India today from 

the point of view of Ambedkar. This book brings together the 

critical reflections of his critiques and admirers on his 

philosophical and ideological roots, his conception of new social 

order, just society and democracy, his idea of history writing, 

women’s emancipation, separate settlements, and nationalism. It 

also throws light on the constitutional rights of the Dalit and 

Adivasi communities in the context of increasing privatization 

and globalization, and on the growing leadership crisis among 

these communities in the changing economic and political 

contexts. 
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28 Contours of sustainable development in India/ edited by Sanjay 

Kanti Das and Amalesh Bhowal--New Delhi: S.K. Book Agency, 

2017 

49557 

  The aim of sustainable development is to define viable schemes 

combining the economic, social and environmental aspects of 

human activity. Some of the major challenges of sustainable 

development are - climate change, energy consumption, 

management of natural resources, loss of biodiversity, etc. This 

book aims to identify the issues and challenges of sustainable 

development in India in general and North East India in 

particular. 

 

    

 

 

 

29 Covington, Martin V. 49650 

    Life beyond grades: designing college courses to promote 

intrinsic motivation/ Martin V. Covington, Linda M.von Hoene 

and Dominic J. Voje--Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

2017 

  

  This book raises the question of whether or not educators can 

promote intrinsic motivation among college students when they 

seem overwhelmingly focused on grades. Indeed, can there be 

life beyond grades? Provides a nuanced understanding of the 

psychological dynamics at the root of excessive grade focus and 

features a step-by-step blueprint for designing courses that 

promote intrinsic motivation. 

 

 

   

 

 

30 Delmon, Jeffrey 49689 

  Public-private partnership projects in infrastructure: an essential 

guide for policy makers/ Jeffrey Delmon--New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2017 

 

  It’s a practical guide to PPPs for policy makers and strategists, 

showing how governments can enable and encourage PPPs; 

providing a step-by-step analysis of the development of PPP 

projects; and explaining how financing works, what contractual 

structures look like, and how risk allocation works in practice. It 

includes specific discussion of each infrastructure sector, with a 

focus on the strategic and policy issues essential for successful 

development of infrastructure through PPPs. It sections on 

institutional frameworks, mechanisms for leveraging public 

financing, small scale PPP projects and more. 
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31 Demonetisation: the economists speak/ edited by Uma Kapila--New 

Delhi: Academic Foundation, 2017 

49672 

  Demonetisation has come to describe in India one economic 

decision that shook a billion people from the very moment it was 

announced by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 8th November 

2016; from the manifestation shrouded in secrecy, the rationale, 

the aftermath, the short and the long term economic impact, the 

social and political fall-out, and much more. This edited volume 

is of authentic writings by noted economists/scholars, and 

policymakers on how they view demonetisation. 

 

 

 

 

    

32 Development of tribal communities: problems and challenges/ 

edited by Suman Kalyan Chaudhury, Manaswini Patra and Sukanta 

Sarkar --New Delhi: Avon Publications, 2017 

49726 

  Scheduled tribes, scheduled castes and denotified tribes 

constitute the weakest sections of India's population. This book 

consists of twelve papers that discuss problems and challenges 

of development of tribal communities. Issues like education, 

culture and folklore, property rights of tribal women, 

handicrafts, tribal tourism etc. have been dealt with. Also 

discusses Autonomous District Councils in North-East India. 

 

 

 

    

33 Dezuanni, Michael 49602 

  Digital participation through social living labs: valuing local 

knowledge, enhancing  engagement/ Michael Dezuanni, Marcus 

Foth, Kerry Mallan and Hilary Hughes  --Cambridge: Chandos 

Publishing, 2018 

 

  Community development research has established that high-

speed internet access by itself is necessary but not sufficient to 

foster digital participation for the broadest possible range of 

individuals. The editors advance knowledge that fosters digital 

participation by identifying the specific digital needs, issues and 

practices of different types of communities as they seek to take 

advantage of access to digital technologies. Collectively, these 

cases propose new ways for enabling residents to develop their 

digital confidence and skills both at home and in their local 

community, particularly through a ‘social living labs’ approach. 

The book is organised around key focus areas: digital skills 

enhancement, youth entrepreneurship, connected learning, 

community digital storytelling, community-led digital initiatives 

and policy development. 
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34 Digitisation: theories and concepts for empirical cultural research/ 

edited by Gertraud Koch--London: Routledge, 2017 

49603 

  In recent years, digital technologies have become pervasive in 

academic and everyday life. This comprehensive volume covers 

a wide range of concepts for studying the new cultural dynamics 

that are evident as a result of digitisation. It considers how the 

cultural changes triggered by digitisation processes can be 

approached empirically. 

 

 

 

 

    

35 Dimensions of development: implications and management/ edited 

by V.S. Negi, Jagbir Singh, Vaneeta Chandna and Anupama M. 

Hasija --New Delhi: Research India Press, 2017 

49558 

  Dimensions of development: implications and management 

highlights the environmental challenges, human environmental 

interaction and current transformation of human environmental 

systems. The study attempts to formulate sustainable 

development strategy and examines the possible ways to 

improve ecological balance and sustainable development. 

 

 

 

 

    

36 Drezner, Daniel W. 49746 

  Ideas industry/ Daniel W. Drezner --New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2017 

 

  The concept of the "public intellectual" began in the early 

twentieth century, when the new mass media catapulted 

intellectuals who were able to write for the general public to 

semi-stardom. Ideas Industry discusses the "thought leader." In 

contrast to public intellectuals, thought leaders gain fame as 

purveyors of a single big idea. Thought leaders and their 

associated ideas tend to become brands - hedgehogs to the public 

intellectual fox. They have also proven to be quite successful, as 

evidenced by TED, Aspen Ideas, the Clinton Global Initiative, 

and the like. Ideas Industry will reshape our understanding of 

contemporary public intellectual life in America and the West. 
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37 Dufresne, Todd 49628 

    Late Sigmund Freud: or, the last word on psychoanalysis, 

society, and all the riddles of life/  Todd Dufresne --Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2017 

  

  Dufresne argues that the late Freud, as brilliant as ever, was 

actually revealing the true meaning of his life's work. And so 

while The Future of an Illusion, Civilization and its Discontents, 

and his final work Moses and Monotheism may be embarrassing 

to some, they validate beliefs that Freud always held - including 

the psychobiology that provides the missing link between the 

individual psychology of the early period and the psychoanalysis 

of culture of the final period. The result is a lively, balanced, and 

scholarly defense of the late Freud that doubles as a major 

reassessment of psychoanalysis of interest to all readers of 

Freud. 

 

 

 

 

    

38 Dutta, Subrata 49550 

  Supermarket for rural customers: a study of a community-

oriented social enterprise in Gujarat/ Subrata Dutta and Munish 

Alagh --New Delhi: Academic Foundation, 2017 

 

  This book showcases a community- oriented business network 

which is functioning as a retail/supermarket franchising model in 

the state of Gujarat in India. The network is operating under the 

banner of 'Hearty Mart'-an organisation which is the brainchild 

of Nadeem Jafri, the franchiser-entrepreneur. Since Nadeem 

belongs to the family of a sect - head of the Shia Momin 

community, his religious superior position in his community has 

given him an opportunity to build a 'community-oriented' 

franchising network (i.e. a network that has engaged  his 

community people as franchisees) of the Hearty Mart 

supermarket chain in  rural areas. Two important dimensions are 

attached with this new retail model - one, the 'organisational 

aspect' of a small-scale supermarket chain and two, the concept 

of 'social entrepreneurship'. This book delves deeper into these 

two interesting aspects and comes up with detailed observations. 

Local customers' views have also been documented in the book. 
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39 Education development and tribal women/edited by Suman Kalyan 

Chaudhury and Chandra Shekar Patnaik--New Delhi: S.K. Book 

Agency, 2017 

49730 

  Development of tribal population is a key issue for upliftment of 

socio economically backward classes in India. Major problems 

of tribal community are illiteracy, low level of education, poor 

health conditions, poverty and unemployment, lack of 

development opportunities and above all, insensitivity towards 

development. Tribal women contribute significantly towards 

their family income but their income generating sources are 

limited. Low income necessitates, more hand in labour as a 

result they are reluctant to send their children to the schools. Due 

to low awareness level they tend to ignore the basic condition of 

health. Articles in the book deal with issues like tribal education, 

migration of female tribal population, tribal entrepreneurship and 

problems and prospects of tribal development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

40 Ehrenberg, John 49716 

  Civil society: the critical history of an idea/  John Ehrenberg--

New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2017 

 

  The author analyses both the usefulness and limitations of civil 

society, and maps the political and theoretical evolution of the 

concept and its employment in academic and public discourse. 

From Aristotle and the Enlightenment philosophers to Black 

Lives Matter and the Occupy movement, the book provides an 

indispensable analysis of the possibilities of what this 

increasingly important idea can, or cannot, offer to contemporary 

political affairs. Ehrenberg specifically considers how major 

events such as 9/11 and the global financial crisis, economic 

inequality, and rapidly advancing technologies alter and shape 

our relationship with contemporary civil society. 
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41 Ellis, Ralph D. 49630 

    Moral psychology of internal conflict: value, meaning and the 

enactive mind/  Ralph D. Ellis--Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2018 

  

    Pushing back against the potential trivialization of moral 

psychology that would reduce it to emotional preferences, this 

book takes an enactivist, self-organizational, and hermeneutic 

approach to internal conflict between a basic exploratory drive 

motivating the search for actual truth, and opposing incentives to 

confabulate in the interest of conformity, authoritarianism, and 

cognitive dissonance, which often can lead to harmful 

worldviews. The result is a new possibility that ethical beliefs 

can have truth value and are not merely a result of ephemeral 

altruistic or cooperative feelings. It combines 'basic emotion' 

theories (e.g. Panksepp) with hermeneutic depth psychology. 

The result is a realist approach to moral thinking emphasizing 

coherence rather than foundationalist theory of knowledge. 

  

        

42 Emch, Michael 49699 

  Health and medical geography/ Michael Emch, Elisabeth 

Dowing Root and Margaret Carrel--New York: Guilford Press, 

2017 

 

  The book introduces the core questions and perspectives of 

health and medical geography and presents cutting-edge 

techniques of mapping and spatial analysis. It explores the 

intersecting genetic, ecological, behavioral, cultural, and 

socioeconomic processes that underlie patterns of health and 

disease in particular places, including how new diseases and 

epidemics emerge. Geographic dimensions of health care access 

and service provision are addressed. 

 

 

 

    

43 Eminent Indian psychologists: 100 years of psychology in India/ 

edited by Braj Bhushan --New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2017 

49624 

  Eminent Indian Psychologists: 100 years of Psychology in India 

presents a chronology of important research and noteworthy 

events in the field of Psychology in the last hundred years. The 

book also chronicles the lives and work of eminent Indian 

psychologists, who helped make Psychology practice and 

research what it is today. Their contributions – research articles, 

monographs, books, etc.–have been listed and summarized. 

Some of this scholarship influenced psychologists all over the 

world. The book takes a retrospective look at the development of 

Psychology and discusses the contribution of Indian institutions 

and experts. 
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44 Emotional mimicry in social context/ edited by Ursula Hess and 

Agneta H. Fischer--Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017 

      49625 

  This book provides a multidisciplinary overview of research into 

emotional mimicry and empathy, and explores when, how and 

why emotional mimicry occurs. Focusing on recent 

developments in the field, the chapters cover a variety of 

approaches and research questions, such as the role of literature 

in empathy and emotional mimicry, the most important brain 

areas involved in the mimicry of emotions, the effects of specific 

psychopathologies on mimicry, why smiling may be a special 

case in mimicry, whether we can also mimic vocal emotional 

expressions, individual differences in mimicry and the role of 

social contexts in mimicry. 

 

 

    

45 Encyclopedia of social work/ Braja Mohan Otta --New Delhi: Avon  

Publications, 3 Vols. 2017 

49604- 

49606 

  Social work emerged as a profession of the early efforts of 

churches and philanthropic groups to relive the effect of poverty 

and other social evils. It brings the comforts of religions to the 

poor or disable, to promote temperance and encouragement thrift 

to care women and children, the sick and old people and to 

correct the delinquent, orphanages and home for the elderly or 

aged. the typical results of these activities, the word charity or 

social welfare best describes the early activities which were 

aimed at the prime alleviation of maladjustment in these type of 

social welfare works. Social work aims at restoring individuals 

to normal life both their own sake and for the sake of society. 

 

 

 

    

46 Engagement and employability: integrating career learning through 

cocurricular experiences in postsecondary education/ edited by 

Adam Peck --Washington DC: NASPA, 2017 

49644 

  Engagement and Employability examines the central role student 

affairs plays in helping students gain and articulate career skills 

through cocurricular experiences. It focuses on the top skills 

employers seek when hiring recent college graduates. This 

comprehensive publication provides a discussion and numerous 

examples of how to identify, measure, and assess employability 

skills as an outcome of cocurricular experiences. It illustrates the 

importance of cocurricular learning outcomes on students’ 

personal and professional skill development. 
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47 Environment and sustainable development: a geographical 

appraisal/edited by Seema Sahdev and Manish Kumar--New Delhi: 

Concept Publishing,  2018 

49560 

  Since the industrial revolution the environmental impact of 

economic activities have far exceeded the regenerative capacities 

of earth's ecosystems, resulting in degradation of environment 

which poses a serious threat to our own existence. We need to 

understand innovative approach for enhance material with less 

resource use for achieving sustainable development. In the 

present book, the contributors have put in serious research work 

to cover a wide range of issues relating to environmental 

management and problems concerning resource depletion. And 

have also made several important recommendations for the 

implementation of policies by which the processes of 

development can become sustainable. 

 

 

 

    

48 Ewijk, Hans van 49718 

  Complexity and social work/ Hans van Ewijk--London: 

Routledge, 2018 

 

  By placing social complexity, social vulnerability and social 

efficacy within a framework of social policy and social practice, 

Complexity and Social Work argues that growing social 

complexity excludes more and more citizens from social 

participation. The book starts with exploring complexity, super-

diversity, vulnerability and social efficacy. From there the book 

deals with the discourses of social policy, social work and social 

work research, pledging for social policy aiming at desired 

outcomes, for generic contextual social work, and for a research 

practice that recognises practical wisdom. 

 

 

 

    

49 Finance at work/edited by Valerie Boussard--London: Routledge, 

2018 

49736 

  Finance at Work explores the world of financiers. Part I 

investigates the professional trajectories of members of 

corporate boards and financialisation as the dissemination of 

financial logic outside its primary ‘iron cage’; Part II responds 

by studying financiers at work within financial occupations or 

financial operations involving external actors; while Part III 

pursues the issue of financial boundaries by seeking out the way 

financial logic crosses these boundaries. Part IV analyses the 

internal boundaries of asset management, wealth management 

and leveraged buyout (LBO) acquisitions. 
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50 Flagship programmes: impact, problems and challenges ahead/ 

edited by K.P. Kumaran, P.K. Nath, K. Prabhakar and N. Kalpalatha 

--New Delhi: Academic Foundation, 2017 

49737 

  Eleventh Five Year Plan laid special emphasis on inclusive 

growth with social justice and empowerment of weaker sections 

resulting in introduction of several flagship programmes with 

focus on welfare of the poor. This volume is an outcome of the 

national seminar organised by National Institute of Rural 

Development and Panchayati Raj, Hyderabad, to understand the 

efficacy of flagship programmes and to improve the process 

involved in their planning and implementation. 

 

 

 

 

    

51 Forsgren, Mats 49692 

  Theories of the multinational firm: a multidimensional creature 

in the global economy/ Mats Forsgren --Cheltenham: Edward 

Elgar Publishing, 2017 

 

  This book presents, analyses and compares six different theories 

of the multinational firm that have dominated the research in 

international business during the last four decades. 

 

 

 

 

    

52 Gallo, Ester 49735 

  Fall of Gods: memory, kinship, and middle classes in   South 

India/ Ester Gallo--New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2017 

 

  Interrogating the cultural roots of contemporary Malayali middle 

classes, especially the upper caste Nambudiri community, Fall of 

Gods is based on a decade-long ethnography and historico-

sociological analyses of the interconnections between colonial 

history, family memories, and class mobility in twentieth-

century south India. The book makes contributions to the 

understanding of connection between gendered family relations 

and class mobility, and foregrounds the complex linkages 

between political history, memory, and the private domain of 

kinship relations in the making of India's middle classes. 
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53 Gandhi, Malli 49729 

  Educating ex-criminal tribes: issues and concerns/  Malli Gandhi 

--Jaipur: Rawat Publications, 2017 

 

  In this study, the author focuses on some of the important 

aspects and issues related to the education of the Denotified 

Tribal (DNT) Communities. The aims and objectives of the 

study are to examine the education prevailing among the DNT 

children from colonial times to the present, to what extent has 

education been spread among the DNT communities after 65 

years of independence and to suggest the ways and means for the 

betterment of the DNTs through education. The study critically 

examines the character, education level and dimensions of 

educational problems being faced by the DNT communities in 

India in general and Andhra Pradesh in particular. 

 

    

54 Ganpat, Wayne 49563 

  Environmental sustainability and climate change adaptation 

strategies/ Wayne Ganpat and Wendy-Ann Isaac--Hershey: IGI 

Global, 2017 

 

  The existence of the human race has created inevitable effects on 

our surrounding environment. To prevent further harm to the 

world’s ecosystems, it becomes imperative to assess mankind’s 

impact on and create sustainability initiatives to maintain the 

world’s ecosystems. Environmental Sustainability and Climate 

Change Adaptation Strategies is a pivotal reference source for 

the latest scholarly material on the scientific, technical, and 

socio-economic factors related to climate change assessment. 

Provides a comprehensive overview of perspectives on 

sustainability protection of environmental resources. 

 

    

55 Gender and family entrepreneurship/ edited by Vanessa Ratten, 

Veland Ramadani, Leo-Paul Dana, Robert D. Hisrich and Joao 

Ferreira --New York: Routledge, 2018 

49738 

  The book highlights the significance of the role of gender in the 

development and growth of family businesses. It helps 

understand the role of family dynamics in business, particularly 

in terms of succession planning, strategic development and 

internationalization. 

 

    

56 Gender and management: international perspectives/ edited by Sita 

Vanka--Jaipur: Rawat Publications, 2017 

49739 

  This volume has covered a wide variety of subjects 

encompassing important issues on gender and management, 

which broadly include educational management, enterprise 

management, healthcare, employment, and labour issues in the 

manufacturing and service sectors. 
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57 Gender, poverty and livelihood in the Eastern Himalayas/ edited by 

Sanjoy Hazarika and Reshmi Banerjee --London: Routledge, 2018 

49740 

  This book explores the ways in which gender-sensitive and 

inclusive policies can be developed to address the basic issues of 

marginalisation, livelihood, poverty and vulnerability in the 

Eastern Himalayas. The chapters in the volume touch upon 

current concerns, such as the economic and social challenges 

faced by women, their control over resources, questions of 

patriarchy, discrimination, gender rights and equity, information, 

empowerment and participation, and women as agents of 

change. 

 

    

58 Geography of urban transportation/ edited by Genevieve Giuliano 

and Susan Hanson --New York: Guilford Press, 2017 

49698 

  The book presents the foundational concepts and methodological 

tools that readers need in order to engage with today's pressing 

urban transportation policy issues. Coverage encompasses 

passenger and freight dynamics in the American metropolis; the 

local and regional transportation planning process; and questions 

related to public transit, land use, social equity and 

environmental justice, energy consumption, air pollution, 

transportation finance, sustainability, and more. 

 

    

59 Gewirtz, Julian 49695 

  Unlikely Partners: Chinese reformers, western  economists, and 

the making of global China/  Julian Gewirtz --Cambridge: 

Harvard University Press, 2017 

 

  Unlikely Partners recounts the story of how Chinese politicians 

and intellectuals looked beyond their country’s borders for 

economic guidance at a key crossroads in the nation’s 

tumultuous twentieth century. Julian Gewirtz offers a dramatic 

tale of competition for influence between reformers and hard 

line conservatives during the Deng Xiaoping era, bringing to 

light China’s productive exchanges with the West. 

 

    

60 Ghemawat, Pankaj 49679 

  Laws of globalization and business applications / Pankaj 

Ghemawat --Delhi: Cambridge University Press, 2017 

 

  Laws of Globalization and Business Applications employs a 

variety of empirical methodologies to establish two broad 

regularities that apply to international activity - the law of semi 

globalization and the law of distance - and explores some of 

their implications for business. The book applies these laws to 

various challenges and opportunities that distance along various 

dimensions presents to multinational firms. 
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61 Globalization and democracy in Southeast Asia: challenges 

responses and alternative futures/ edited by Chantana 

Banpasirichote Wungaeo, Boike Rehbein and Surichai Wun'gaeo--

London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016 

49545 

    This book questions why Southeast Asian nation states are 

struggling to adopt full-fledged liberal democracy and attempts 

to better understand the relationship between globalization and 

models of democracy. Country studies are covered to analyse 

recent developments as well as specific concerns that have arisen 

from political crises, citizen uprisings, ethnic identity politics, 

political reforms, social justice and inequality, and the 

persistence of the political elite. The collection highlights factors 

which have impacted the different regional and national paths 

taken such as: the legacy of the Cold War, rapid economic 

development and liberalization, external economic globalization, 

the important role of informal politics, powerful elites, and weak 

but emerging middle classes. 

  

        

62 Globalisation, leisure and social change: essays in honour of 

Professor Ishwar P. Modi/edited by B.K. Nagla and Vinay Kumar  

Srivastava--Jaipur: Rawat Publications, 2017 

49742 

  This festschrift, in honour of Dr. Ishwar P. Modi, an eminent 

sociologist and the past President of the Indian Sociological 

Society, brings together articles on various aspects of leisure in 

different societies. Three ideas are noticeable in this book - first, 

the distinction of ‘work’ and ‘leisure’ is of western origin; 

second, since great variation exists with respect to the activities 

of leisure, it is important that they should be documented as 

‘thickly’ as possible and finally, globalization has contributed a 

great deal in deepening the distinction between ‘work’ and 

‘leisure’ and defining the contours of leisurous activities. 

 

    

63 Globalization of international society/edited by Tim Dunne and 

Christian Reus-Smit--Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017 

49743 

  Globalization of International Society examines the institutional 

contours of contemporary international society, with its unique 

blend of universal sovereignty and global law, and its forms of 

hierarchy that coexist with commitments to international human 

rights. The book explores the multiple forms of contestation that 

challenge international society today: contests over the limits of 

sovereignty in relation to cosmopolitan conceptions of 

responsibility, disputes over global governance, concerns about 

persistent economic, racial, and gender-based patterns of 

disadvantage, and lastly the threat to the established order 

opened up by the disruptive power of digital communications. 
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64 Global change, ecosystems, sustainability: theory, methods, 

practice/edited by Pranab Mukhopadhyay, Nandan Nawn and 

Kalyan Das --New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2017 

49565 

  This edited compilation studies the processes that are causing 

irreversible changes in the Earth’s systems. It dwells primarily 

on the change in the ecosystems that sustain human beings and 

examines the drivers, direction, and magnitude of global change. 

The book not only studies the methods that enhance the reader’s 

understanding of the impact of global change but also discusses 

mitigation strategies. The emphasis is on sustainability in a 

framework of development, with special attention to equity. 

 

 

 

 

 

    

65 Global inequalities in world-system perspective: theoretical debates 

and methodological innovations/ edited by Manuela Boatca, Andrea 

Komlosy and Hans-Heinrich Nolte  --New York: Routledge, 2018 

49741 

  The book explores the concept and reality of semi peripheries in 

the 21st century world-system, the role of the state and of 

transnational migration in current patterns of global 

stratification, types of catching-up development and new spatial 

configurations of inequality in Europe’s Eastern periphery as 

well as the prospects for the Global Left in the new systemic 

order. The book links novel theoretical debates on the rise of 

global inequalities to methodologically innovative approaches to 

the urgent task of addressing them. 

 

 

 

 

    

66 Gordon, Steven  49635 

    Online communities as agents of change and social movements/  

Steven Gordon--Hershey: IGI Global, 2017 

  

  Online Communities as Agents of Change and Social Movements 

deals with online communities and social media as agents of 

social and political change. Covers areas such as computer use, 

online engagement, and collective action, social media and 

social movement organizations. 
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67 Goyal, Ashima 49680 

  Macroeconomics and markets in developing and emerging 

economics/ Ashima Goyal --London: Routledge, 2017 

 

  The book presents and further develops basic principles and 

concepts in international finance and open economy 

macroeconomics to make them more relevant for emerging and 

developing economies (EDEs). The volume emphasises the 

necessity of greater knowledge of context as populous Asian 

economies integrate with world markets, as well as the rapidly 

changing nature of the area due to rethinking after the global 

financial crisis. It addresses a host of themes, including key 

issues such as exchange rate economics, macroeconomic policy 

in an open economy, analytical frameworks for and experience 

of EDEs after liberalisation, the international financial system, 

currency and financial crises, continuing risks and regulatory 

response. 

 

 

 

    

68 Guisinger, Alexandra 49667 

  American opinion on trade: preferences without politics/  

Alexandra Guisinger --New York: Oxford University Press, 

2017 

 

  This book integrates gender and race into trade politics from an 

innovative perspective to the field, reanalyzes decades of prior 

data on race and gender issues and benefits from new survey 

experiment work, and includes innovative analysis of trade-

related political campaign ads. 

 

 

 

    

69 Hanasz, Paula 49694 

  Transboundary water governance and international actors in 

South Asia: the Ganga-Brahmaputra-Meghna Basin/  Paula 

Hanasz --London: Routledge, 2018 

 

  International organisations such as the World Bank began to 

intervene in the transboundary water governance of the Ganges-

Brahmaputra-Meghna river basin in the mid-2000s, and the 

South Asia Water Initiative (SAWI) is its most ambitious project 

in this regard. Yet neither SAWI nor other international 

initiatives, such as those of the Australian and UK governments, 

have been able to significantly improve transboundary water 

interaction between India, Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh. This 

book identifies factors that contribute to water conflicts and that 

detract from water cooperation in this region and suggest some 

ways forward for improving transboundary water interaction. 
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70 Handbook of research on gender and leadership/edited by Susan R. 

Madsen--Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2017 

49608 

  The Handbook provides a brief overview of the current state of 

women in global leadership, explores theories (both established 

and emerging) focused specifically on women, and examines 

with both theoretical and empirical research some of the factors 

that influence women’s motivations to lead. The authors 

delineate some of the most persistent barriers to women’s 

leadership success and conclude with the latest research findings 

on how to best develop women leaders to improve their status 

worldwide. 

 

 

 

 

    

71 Handbook of research on geographic information systems:   

applications and advancements/ Sami Faiz and Khaoula Mahmoudi 

--Hershey: IGI Global, 2017 

49567 

  Handbook of Research on Geographic Information Systems 

Applications and Advancements presents a thorough overview of 

the latest developments in effective management techniques for 

collecting, processing, analyzing, and utilizing geographical data 

and information. Topics covered are data mining, disaster 

management, image processing techniques, land degradation 

mapping, land use, remote sensing, smart cities and urban 

planning. 

 

 

 

 

    

72 Handbook of South Asia: political development/ Europa 

Publications --London: Routledge, 2017 

49609 

  This Handbook brings together essays on the key issues in South 

Asian political development that explore key aspects of political 

economy, political and economic change, and the complex 

diplomatic and security challenges of individual countries and 

the region as a whole. Essays discuss topics as wide-ranging as 

China’s growing reach in South Asia, political Islam, SAARC 

and water politics through the region. 
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73 Hay, Iain 49610 

  How to be an academic superhero: establishing and  sustaining a 

successful career in the social sciences, arts and humanities/ Iain 

Hay --Cheltenham: Edward Elgar, 2017 

 

  In universities across the world, academics struggle to establish 

and sustain their careers while satisfying intensifying 

institutional demands. This book responds to the challenges of 

fostering and sustaining a successful academic career. Featuring 

an overarching focus on holistic career development as well as 

specific chapters on mentorship, networking, job applications 

and interviews, publishing, funding and more, this book guides 

readers through their prospective academic careers while 

offering informed and compassionate advice and insights. While 

the book is organized chronologically, providing early-mid-and 

late-career guidance, the issues and challenges discussed can be 

addressed continuously and sometimes simultaneously across an 

academic’s professional life. 

 

   

 

 

74 Hossain, Naomi 49666 

  Aid lab: understanding Bangladesh's unexpected success/  

Naomi Hossain --Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2017 

 

  From an unpromising start as 'the basket-case' to present day 

plaudits for its human development achievements, Bangladesh 

plays an ideological role in the contemporary world order. Aid 

Lab subjects this so-called 'Bangladesh paradox' to close 

scrutiny, evaluating public policies and their outcomes for 

poverty and development since Bangladesh's independence in 

1971. It argues that a binding political settlement, a social 

contract to protect against the crises of subsistence and survival, 

united the elite, the masses, and their aid donors in the wake of 

the devastating famine of 1974. This laid resilient foundations 

for human development, fostering a focus on the poorest and 

most precarious, and in particular on the concerns of women. 

 

    

75 Human development and disparities: issues and concerns for 

Northeast India/ edited by Anupam Hazra--Jaipur: Rawat 

Publications, 2017 

49745 

  This book discusses some of the issues and concerns of 

Northeast India like human development, development of 

elementary education, state of universal health coverage, internal 

displacement, gender inequality, countering regionalism, crime 

against women, tribal history and identity, safety of women and 

effect of globalisation. 
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76 Improving reading comprehension through metacognitive  reading 

strategies instruction/ Edited by Kouider Mokhtri--Lanham: 

Rowman and Littlefield, 2017 

49645 

  This book addresses the need to help all students, including 

English learners, improve their ability to read with 

understanding so that they can succeed not just in their language 

and literacy classes, but also in their subject area classrooms. 

The book brings together a group of experts representing the 

fields of first and second language reading, whose chapters 

contribute in different yet complementary ways to the goal of 

this book: improve students’ reading for understanding across 

languages with metacognitive awareness and use of reading 

strategies instruction. 

 

    

77 India. Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation.   

National Sample Survey Office. 

S246 

  Domestic tourism in India 2014-2015/ National Sample Survey 

Office. Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation.  

Government of India --New Delhi: the author, 2017 

 

  The survey on Domestic Tourism Expenditure conducted by the 

National Sample Survey (NSS), are the primary sources of the 

data on various indicators on domestic tourism scenario of the 

country. The survey provides estimates relating to indicators, 

like volume of domestic tourism, number of households 

undertaking domestic tourism activity, number of overnight trips 

and same day trips, average tourism expenditure etc. National 

Sample Survey Office (NSSO) conducted the nation-wide 

survey on Domestic Tourism Expenditure as part of its 72nd 

round (July2014-June 2015) survey. The present report entitled 

"Domestic Tourism in India" presents the survey findings in 

detail. 

 

    

78 India. Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation.  

National Sample Survey Office. 

S245 

  Household capital expenditure in India 2013/ National Sample 

Survey Office. Ministry of Statistics and Programme 

Implementation. Government of India --New Delhi: the author,  

2017 

 

  The present report namely, Household Capital Expenditure in 

India is in the series of four reports based on the central sample 

data collected by NSSO in the round of All India Debt and 

Investment Survey (AIDIS). This report covers several aspects 

of household capital expenditure by type of expenditure, broad 

heads of expenditure, source of finance etc. 
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79 India. Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation. 

National Sample Survey Office. 

S242 

  Key indicators of unincorporated non-agricultural enterprises 

(excluding construction) in India: July 2015- June 2016/ 

National Sample Survey Office. Ministry of   Statistics and 

Programme Implementation. Government of India --New Delhi: 

the author, 2017 

 

  Surveys on unincorporated non-agricultural enterprises 

conducted by NSSO are the primary source of data on various 

indicators of economic and operational characteristics of such 

enterprises in manufacturing, trade and other services sector 

(excluding construction) at the national and state level. During 

the 73rd round ( July 2015-June 2016), NSSO carried out an all-

India survey on unincorporated non-agricultural enterprises in 

manufacturing trade, non-captive electricity generation & 

transmission and other service sector (excluding construction). 

The present report entitled Key indicators of unincorporated 

non-agricultural enterprises (excluding construction) in India 

presents survey results in detail. 

 

 

 

    

80 India 2047: voices of the young/ edited by Bibek Debroy--New 

Delhi: Academic  Foundation, 2017 

49748 

  The National Institution for Transforming India, also called NITI 

Aayog, is the premier policy ‘Think Tank’ of the Government of 

India, providing both directional and policy inputs. NITI Aayog 

under its initiative known as the Young Professionals (YPs) 

programme, invited 20 YPs to write brief essays on what they 

would like India to be like in 2047, focusing on what interested 

them personally and individually. This volume is the result, 

reflecting the voices of these YPs. 

 

 

 

    

81 India and its visual cultures: community, class and  gender in a 

symbolic landscape/ edited by Uwe Skoda and Birgit Lettmann--

New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2018 

49749 

  India and Its Visual Cultures is a comprehensive mapping and 

analysis of contemporary cultural artefacts and visual cultures 

through different approaches - iconographic, social, political, 

religious and so on. This book covers various media and their 

histories by studying visual representational systems, production 

and consumption of media and culture-specific understandings. 

Crucial questions about the usage of media in research are also 

addressed in the book. 
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82 India's fiscal policy: prescriptions, pragmatics and practice/ edited 

by Supriyo De --Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017 

49675 

  This book highlights the specificities of Indian fiscal policy and 

studies current issues like the impact of development 

expenditures, the Goods and Services Tax (GST), the challenge 

of reducing subsidies and different aspects of political economy. 

India's Fiscal Policy discusses rapid developments in the field 

following the fiscal stimulus of 2008, subsequent attempts at 

fiscal consolidation and the formation of the NDA government. 

It focuses on policy and political considerations and adopts a 

wider approach for the analysis of fiscal policy by taking into 

consideration aspects such as the effectiveness and targeting of 

social expenditures, which are essential for a critical analysis of 

the Indian policy matrix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

83 India's foreign policy and diplomacy: emerging scenario and 

challenges/ edited by C. Vinodan --New Delhi: New Century 

Publications, 2017 

49612 

  India has formal diplomatic relations with most countries of the 

world. After India gained Independence in 1947, it strongly 

supported independence movements in other colonies. During 

the Cold War, India adopted a foreign policy of not aligning 

itself with any major power bloc. However, India developed 

close ties with the Soviet Union and received extensive military 

support from it. The end of the Cold War significantly affected 

India’s foreign policy, as it did for much of the world. In the 

post-Cold War era, a significant aspect of India’s foreign policy 

is the ‘Look East Policy’ launched in 1992. India has friendly 

relations with several countries in the developing world. The 

foreign policy of Prime Minister Narendra Modi indicates a shift 

towards focusing on the Asian region and, more broadly, trade 

deals. This volume contains nine research articles, authored by 

scholars in the field of political science, international relations, 

comparative politics, economics, security studies, and political 

economy. 
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84 India's need for a sustainability strategy: creating a stable and 

balanced development/ edited by Michael Von  Hauff --New Delhi: 

Ane Books, 2018 

49568 

  A national sustainability strategy offers a great opportunity for a 

country's stable development. It requires a balanced relationship 

amongst the three crucial dimensions: ecology, economics and 

society. The primacy of economics is foremost as it still is 

dominant worldwide today. Countries such as India have so far 

confined themselves to a few selective programmes or projects 

that are intended to contribute towards sustainable development 

on a national level. The author draws up and elaborates the 

various sustainability strategies, their relevance and 

opportunities thereof. 

 

 

 

    

85 Industries and global competition: a history of business beyond 

borders/edited by Bram Bouwens, Pierre-Yves Donze and Takefumi 

Kurosawa --New York: Routledge, 2018 

49657 

  Industries and Global Competition examines how and why the 

specificities of certain industries and firms determined their 

choice of location and competitiveness. This volume identifies 

the major drivers of this process and explains why some firms 

and industries moved to other parts of world while others did 

not. Relocation was not the sole determinant of the success or 

failure of firms and industries. Indeed some were able to 

reinvent themselves at their original location and build new 

competitive advantages. The path that each industry or firm took 

varied. This book argues that the specific characteristics of each 

industry defined the conditions of competitiveness and provide a 

wide range of cases as illustrations. 

 

 

 

    

86 International student connectedness and identity: transnational 

perspectives/edited by Ly Thi Tran and Catherine Gomes --

Singapore: Springer, 2017 

49647 

  This book focuses on the interrelationship between international 

student connectedness and identity from transnational and 

transdisciplinary perspectives. It addresses the core issues 

surrounding international students’ physical and virtual 

connectedness to people, places and communities as well as the 

conditions that shape their transnational connectedness and 

identity formation. Further, it analyses the nature, diversity and 

complexity of international student connectedness and identity 

development across different national, social and cultural 

boundaries. 
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87 Jain, Subhash C. 49690 

  Reshaping India in the new global context/ Subhash C. Jain and 

Ben L. Kedia --Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2017 

 

  This book traces the history of India’s progress since its 

independence in 1947 and advances strategies for continuing 

economic growth. The authors delve into India’s development 

and emergence as an economic power. They discuss its need for 

innovative initiatives and top leadership to pursue an agenda of 

economic growth, and monitored policies to encourage 

entrepreneurship at all levels. With an emphasis on the new 

leadership of Prime Minister Modi, the book identifies policies 

that need to be adopted to make India’s future bright and 

prosperous. 

 

 

    

88 Jamil, Ghazala 49709 

  Accumulation by segregation: Muslim localities in  Delhi/  

Ghazala Jamil--New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2017 

 

  This work explores the processes of creation and articulation of 

social identities of Muslims in Delhi. Through case studies of 

five localities, which present a historical continuity in the 

narrative of Delhi’s Muslims, the book presents compelling 

evidence of market and governance processes that aid 

accumulation by segregation. It offers an ‘against the grain’ 

reading of quotidian practices of residents within such 

boundaries such that a counter narrative of resistance and hope 

may emerge - one that may allow for re-imagining alternatives. 

 

 

    

89 Jeyanthi, N. 49614 

  Security breaches and threat prevention in the  internet of things/ 

N. Jayenthi and R. Thandeeswaran --Hershey: IGI Global, 2017 

 

  Security Breaches and Threat Prevention in the Internet of 

Things provides a comprehensive examination of the latest 

strategies and methods for tracking and blocking threats within 

industries that work heavily with this technology. Featuring 

chapters on emerging topics such as security threats in 

autonomous vehicles, digital forensics, secure communications, 

and image encryption, this critical reference source is a valuable 

tool for all academicians, graduate students, practitioners, 

professionals, and researchers who are interested in expanding 

their knowledge of security practices pertaining to the Internet of 

Things. 
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90 Jha, Prem Shankar 49671 

  Dawn of the solar age: an end to global warming and to fear/  

Prem Shankar Jha--New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2018 

 

  Dawn of the Solar Age provides a blueprint for shifting the 

energy base of human civilisation out of fossil fuels and 

successfully reducing the concentration of greenhouse gases in 

the atmosphere. The author shows how the commercialisation of 

fully proven technologies - that can provide limitless amounts of 

renewable energy and entirely replace all fossil fuels - is being 

delayed to serve the purposes of dominant corporations and 

nations. He studies the economic viability of these technologies 

and tells us how we can avert the imminent disaster that we face 

today. He concludes that the transition out of fossil fuels, though 

difficult, need not be too slow to prevent irreparable damage. 

 

 

 

    

91 Johnson, Kay Ann 49549 

  China's hidden children: abandonment, adoption and the human 

costs of the one-child policy/ Kay Ann Johnson --Chicago: The 

University of Chicago Press, 2016 

 

  The author provides an account of the domestic circulation and 

hiding of children from authorities within China. The vivid 

stories of Chinese parents finding ways to hide and hold on to 

their unplanned births, while others relinquished their daughters 

and occasionally sons, and still others welcomed those children 

as their family members, reflect a complex coexistence of 

helplessness, remorsefulness in a society where common people 

face multiple pressure imposed by the state. With China's 

Hidden Children, the author reveals the complex web of love, 

secrecy, and pain woven in the coerced decision to give up one's 

child and the profound negative impact China's birth-planning 

campaigns have on Chinese families. 

 

 

 

    

92 Josselin, Jean-Michel 49691 

  Statistical tools for program evaluation: methods and   

applications to economic policy, public health, and  education/ 

Jean-Michel Josselin--Cham: Springer, 2017 

 

  This book provides a self-contained presentation of the statistical 

tools required for evaluating public programs, as advocated by 

many governments, the World Bank, the European Union, and 

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. 
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93 Kashmir: history, politics, representation/ edited by Chitralekha 

Zutshi --New Delhi: Cambridge University Press, 2018 

49569 

  The essays in the book examine the continuities and ruptures 

between Kashmir’s past and its present situation; re-evaluate the 

contemporary political scenario from the perspective of gender, 

economic and political marginality, everyday experiences, and 

governance; and analyze the ways in which the region of 

Kashmir and its people are represented and (re)present 

themselves in films and literature through their regional and 

religious identities and commodities. 

 

    

94 Koizumi, Masanori 49613 

  Inherent strategies in library management/  Masanori Koizumi --

Cambridge:  Chandos Publishing, 2017 

 

  This publication examines the history of library management and 

proposes general and specific management strategies based on 

in-depth case analysis of multiple library organisational 

structures and tasks. It reexamines management through the lens 

of libraries themselves, rather than relying on strategies 

borrowed from the business world, in an attempt to bring to light 

the factors and decision-making processes behind how librarians 

have run their libraries over the past fifty decades. In addition, 

this book investigates the broad influences of business 

management theories on libraries, including a discussion on the 

advantages and disadvantages of their use. 

 

    

95 Kumar, B.B. 49577 

  Re-organization of North-East India: facts and  documents/  B.B. 

Kumar--New Delhi: Concept Publishing, 2017 

 

  North-East India, before independence, had the state of Assam, 

the princely states of Manipur and Tripura, and Khasi 

Syiemships of present day Meghalaya. The region was gradually 

reorganised to have seven states, namely, Assam, Arunachal 

Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and Tripura. 

Originally, the provision for autonomy was made for the four 

tribal district of Assam under the Sixth Schedule of the 

Constitution of India. This provision continued; the number of 

District Councils under Sixth Schedule increased even after the 

districts became states. The book dealt with the reorganization of 

the region and the District Councils under the Sixth Schedule. 

The related documents were also given in the annexures. Some 

more areas were bought under the provision of the Sixth 

Schedule after the reorganization of the region. At the same time 

some such councils were also created which did not fall under 

the preview of the Sixth Schedule. The present revised and 

enlarged edition of the book includes information about the 

creation of such tribal councils and the related document also. 
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96 Lakhera, Mohan L. 49544 

    Economic growth in developing countries: structural 

transformation manufacturing and transport infrastructure/  

Mohan L. Lakhera --Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016 

  

  Economic growth across countries during the last 30 years or so 

has displayed 'dual' divergence between developed and 

developing countries, and among developing countries. The 

structural transformation has been either slow or of an 

anomalous nature. The study addresses these and suggests how 

they can catch-up with developed world. 

 

 

 

 

    

97 Land use management in disaster risk reduction:  practice and cases 

from a global perspective/ edited by Michiko Banba and Rajib 

Shaw--Tokyo: Springer, 2017 

49570 

  This book provides a wide range of studies on methods of 

assessing natural disaster risks and reducing those risks in the 

context of land use. By quantitative and qualitative analysis, this 

work illustrates how interactions between natural and human 

environments create natural disasters, and how disaster risks can 

be managed or reduced through methods related to land use. It 

also covers a variety of challenges in land use management with 

sample cases from Asia as well as the United States and Europe. 

 

 

 

 

    

98 Language policy and education in India: documents, contexts and 

debates/edited by M. Sridhar and Sunita Mishra--London: 

Routledge, 2017 

49649 

  Language policy and education in India presents a history of 

English and development of language education in modern 

India. It explores the role of language in colonial attempts to 

establish hegemony, the play of power, and the anxieties in the 

nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century India. The essays in the 

volume discuss language policy, debates and pedagogy as well 

as larger overarching questions such as identity, nationhood and 

sub-nationhood. The work also looks at the socio-cultural and 

economic factors that shaped the writing and publishing of 

textbooks, dictionaries and determined the direction of language 

teaching, specifically, of English language teaching. 
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99 Leadership development in emerging market economies/ edited by 

Alexandre Ardichvili and Khalil Dirani--New York: Palgrave 

Macmillan, 2017 

49629 

  This edited volume provides an overview of the current state and 

indigenous practices of leadership development (LD) in a select 

group of emerging market economies, including BRICS, 

Southeast and East Asia, Middle East, Eastern Europe, and 

Africa. While some authors focus exclusively on LD in the 

business sector, others discuss such topics as LD in higher 

education, the role of higher education institutions in leadership 

development for managers and executives, the role of religious 

institutions, and LD in the government and public sectors. 

Further, chapters on Brazil, Malaysia, Russia, Thailand, South 

Africa and South Korea include case studies of LD in individual 

companies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

100 Litsey, Ryan 49705 

  Resources anytime, anywhere: how interlibrary loan becomes 

resource sharing/ Ryan Litsey--Cambridge: Chandos Publishing, 

2017 

 

  Resources Anytime, Anywhere explores the transformation of 

interlibrary loan into resource sharing by looking at the ideas 

that have motivated the library-developed technologies that have 

changed the way resource sharing is conducted. It illustrates how 

academic libraries can take an active role in developing 

technology to meet the needs of their patrons. Through designing 

our own products and sharing them with other libraries, we can 

join the lessons of the past with the technology of today to create 

a more interconnected library that can meet the future needs of 

library patrons. 
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101 Macchiavello, Eugenia 49659 

    Microfinance and financial inclusion: the challenge of regulating 

alternative forms of finance/ Eugenia Macchiavello--London: 

Routledge, 2018 

  

  The book describes some of the unique dimensions of 

microfinance and the difficulties that this can cause for 

regulators, through a comparative analysis of selected European 

Union (EU) countries’ regimes. The focus is in fact on the EU 

legal framework, with some references to certain developing 

world experiences where relevant. The book assesses the impact 

and validity of current financial regulation principles and rules, 

in light of the most recent developments and trends in financial 

regulation in the wake of the financial crisis and compares 

microfinance with traditional banking. The book puts forward 

policy recommendations for regulators and policy makers to help 

address the challenges and opportunities offered by 

microfinance. 

 

 

    

102 Mahadevia, Darshini 49579 

    Sustainable biomass practices in China: case studies  and policy 

environment/ Darshini Mahadevia, Liyan Zhang and P.R. Shukla 

--New Delhi: Concept Publishing, 2017 

  

  This publication presents the national level policy framework on 

the sustainable use of biomass in China, presents macro situation 

of the biomass availability in the country and in the locales of 

the case studies, and macro-level situation of the grassroots 

innovations by the farmers related to the use of biomass. The 

book then presents detailed case studies of individual farmers’ 

innovations and the policy support they receive from the local 

government in line with the national government policies and 

programs. 

 

 

    

103 Maira, Sunaina Marr 49706 

  9/11 generation: youth, rights, and solidarity in the war on terror/  

Sunaina Marr Maira--New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2018 

 

  Since the attacks of 9/11, the banner of national security has led 

to intense monitoring of the politics of youth from the South 

Asian and Arab diaspora in several countries. The 9/11 

Generation explores how young people from these communities 

targeted in the War on Terror engage with the political domain, 

even while they are under constant scrutiny and surveillance. 

The book describes post-9/11 youth activism through key 

debates about neoliberal democracy, the radicalization of youth, 

gender, and humanitarianism. 
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104 Manorama yearbook 2018/ edited by Mammen Mathew--Kottayam: 

Malayala Manorama, 2018 

49633 

  Manorama Yearbook is an Indian annual publication that serves 

as an reference database covering varied topics like Science and 

Medicine, Information technology, Geography and Space, 

Environment, Education and career, History, Quiz, Sports, 

Policies and Schemes of government, Art and culture, Who’s 

who, new Appointments, list of Union Cabinet Ministers, GK, 

Awards, etc. 

 

 

 

    

105 Mccarthy, E. Doyle 49731 

  Emotional lives: dramas of identity in an age of mass media/  E. 

Doyle Mccarthy--Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017 

 

  Emotional Lives explores the changes in emotional cultures that 

have taken place during the last half century and continue to 

affect people's identities today. McCarthy's cultural-sociological 

approach provides new insights about emotions as 'social things' 

and reveals how today's mass media is an important force for 

cultural change, including changes in people's relationships, 

identities, and emotions. 

 

 

 

    

106 मीना, िररत कुमार 49714 

  भारतीय एदतिादसक - सांसृ्कदतक परंपरा और आदिवासी दवम श / िररत 

कुमार मीना --नई दिल्ली , एस के. िुक एजेंसी, 2017 

 

  आदिवासी समुिायो ंमें वन संवधशन, वन्य जीवो ंएवं पालतू प ुओ ंको 

संरक्ण िेने की प्रवृदि परम्परागत िै |इस कौ ल िक्ता एवं प्रखरता के 

फलस्वरूप आदिवादसओ ं ने पिाड़ो,ं घादियो ंएवं  प्राकृदतक वातावरण 

संतुदलत िनाए रखा | दवकास एक क्रदमक प्रदक्रया िै, परनु्त उसके दलए 

परम्परागत सांसृ्कदतक मूल्ो,ं सामादजक परम्पराओ ंका दवना  निी ं

करना िै | आदिवादसयो ंको दवस्थादपत दकए दिना, वन एवं वन्य जीव 

संसृ्कदत में छेड़ छाड दकए दिना, आदिवादसयो ंको सरक्ण प्रिान िोना 

चादिए | आलोच्य पुस्तक में भारत की जनजातीय आिािी के प्रमुख एवं 

दवख्यात योगिानो ंका दववरण िै | अपनी उत्त्पदि, दवकास एवं दवस्तार के 

साथ आदिवासी समुिाय नें भारतीय इदतिास की अनुक्रमदणका को एक 

नवीन दि ा प्रिान की िै | 
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107 Meena, Hareet Kumar 49725 

  Development of Indian tribes from historical to contemporary 

era/  Hareet Kumar Meena --New Delhi: S.K. Book Agency, 

2017 

 

  The fact that tribal people need special attention can be observed 

from their low social, economic and participatory indicators. 

Whether it is maternal and child mortality, size of agricultural 

holdings or access to drinking water and electricity, tribal 

communities lag far behind the general population. They live 

below poverty line and have no access to economic assets such 

as communication and transport. These indicators underline the 

importance of the need of livelihood generating activities based 

on locally available resources so that gainful employment 

opportunities could be created at the doorstep of tribal people. 

This book has delved deeper into the genesis of tribal problems, 

critically examined the programmes for their development in the 

past and present and offered some valuable insights for lifting 

them out of the morass of poverty and stagnation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

108 Meena, Hareet Kumar 49744 

  Historical and cultural study of Indian tribes/ Hareet Kumar 

Meena --New Delhi: SSDN Publishers, 2017 

 

  As per the Census 2011, the tribal population accounts for 8.6% 

of the total population of the country. The tribal population of 

India has a long and rich cultural past. This population is very 

much varied and diversified. The distinctiveness of the tribes lies 

in their rituals, cultures, beliefs and above all the harmony in 

which they survive in unison with nature. This book portrays the 

Indian tribal people as a key component in constructing the 

cultural heritage of India and presents in-depth details regarding 

the rich historical and cultural past of the tribal population of 

India. 
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109 Minetor, Randi 49620 

    Blowing up: the psychology of conflict/ Randi Minetor--Santa 

Barbara : Greenwood, 2017 

  

  Blowing Up: The Psychology of Conflict focuses on 

interpersonal conflict and the ways that this level of conflict can 

move beyond the original relationship to permeate larger 

constructs—small groups, large groups, whole organizations, 

and even entire nations. By examining both the positive and 

negative consequences of conflict—and by documenting its 

existence as normal and common—readers can appreciate how 

conflict does not immediately equate to negative feelings and 

how it also can be useful in creating rules and laws, aiding in 

negotiation, and bringing people together to work toward a 

common goal. 

 

 

    

110 Mishra, Ramesh C. 49623 

    Ecology, culture and human development: lessons for Adivasi 

education/ Ramesh C. Mishra and John W. Berry --New Delhi: 

Sage Publications, 2018 

  

  The key to the upliftment of the Adivasi community is a deep 

understanding of their culture, psychological resources and 

cognitive strengths. Ecology, Culture and Human Development: 

Lessons for Adivasi Education presents a comparative analysis 

of the cultural and cognitive dimensions of various communities 

in Canada, Ghana, China and India, and seeks answers from this 

analysis for Adivasi education.  It debunks the myths of low 

intelligence and inferior cognitive capacity of the Adivasi 

community, and emphasizes the remarkable performance of 

Adivasi children when assessed in terms of their ecological and 

cultural contexts. 

 

 

    

111 Mishra, Sangay K. 49724 

  Desis divided: the political lives of South Asian Americans/ 

Sangay K. Mishra--New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2018 

 

  The experiences of Indian Americans, alongside Pakistani and 

Bangladeshi Americans, tell a story of social and political 

inclusion in which the distinctions within the groups play a 

significant role. Sangay K. Mishra shows how the internal 

characteristics and distinctions lead to multiple paths of political 

inclusion, defying a unified group experience. He analyzes 

features such as class, religion, nation of origin, language, caste, 

gender, and sexuality in group mobilization. 
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112 Mocombe, Paul C. 49710 

  African-Americanization of the black diaspora in  globalization 

or the contemporary capitalist world- system/ Paul C. Mocombe, 

Carol Tomlin and Christine Callender--Lanham: University 

Press of America, 2017 

 

  This work sets forth the argument that in the age of (neoliberal) 

globalization, black people around the world are ever-so slowly 

becoming “African-Americanized”. They are integrated and 

embourgeoised in the racial-class dialectic of black America by 

the material and ideological influences of the Protestant ethic 

and the spirit of capitalism as promulgated throughout the 

diaspora by two social class language games of the black 

American community: the black underclass (Hip-Hop culture) 

and the black bourgeois (educated) professional and working 

classes. 

 

    

113 Mohanty, Anup Kumar 49587 

    Watershed management effective tool for sustainable livelihood/ 

Anup Kumar Mohanty--New Delhi: Concept Publishing, 2017 

  

  This book analyses the pros and cons of the watershed 

development programmes undertaken in Koraput District of 

Odisha. Koraput is one of the most backward districts of the 

country where the concentration of tribal population is more than 

half and the percentage of BPL population is as high as 87 

percentage. This publication examines the impact of the WDPs 

on the economic, social, political and environmental 

consequences of the programme on the people of rainfed areas of 

the District and suggest suitable measures for improvement of 

the programme and making it more effective for sustainable 

livelihood for the tribal people. 

 

    

114 Most important concepts in finance/ edited by Benton E. Gup--

Cheltenham: Edward Elgar Publishing, 2017 

49660 

  Most important concepts in finance describes some of the unique 

dimensions of microfinance and the difficulties that this can 

cause for regulators, through a comparative analysis of selected 

European Union (EU) countries’ regimes. The focus is in fact on 

the EU legal framework, with some references to certain 

developing world experiences where relevant. The book assesses 

the impact and validity of current financial regulation principles 

and rules, in light of the most recent developments and trends in 

financial regulation in the wake of the financial crisis and 

compares microfinance with traditional banking. The book puts 

forward policy recommendations for regulators and policy 

makers to help address the challenges and opportunities offered 

by microfinance. 
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115 Murali, Kanta 49715 

  Caste, class, and capital: the social and political origins of 

economic policy in India/ Kanta Murali--Delhi: Cambridge 

University Press, 2017 

 

  Through the analysis of investment policies, this book offers a 

novel explanation, which links social identity, class, and 

economic policy outcomes. Its main findings highlight a link 

between pro-business policies and exclusionary political trends 

in India's high growth phase, and offer a sobering perspective on 

the current model of growth in the country. 

 

 

 

    

116 Nag, Rajat M. 49665 

  21st century: Asia's?: five lectures on the Asian  Century at the 

National Council of Applied Economic Research New Delhi/ 

Rajat M. Nag--New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2017 

 

  Will Asia's growth continue as if it were on auto pilot? Can the 

past simply be extrapolated into the future? Or, will the region, 

beset by continuing poverty and deprivations, challenges of 

rising inequality and poor governance, and exacerbated by the ill 

effects of unbridled growth on the environment, hit hurdles on 

the way? In five broad-ranging and insightful Asian Century 

Lectures delivered at NCAER in New Delhi in 2015, the author 

addresses these questions forthrightly. 

 

 

 

    

117 Narayan, Badri 49720 

  Culture and emotional economy of migration/ Badri Narayan--

London: Routledge, 2017 

 

  This book studies how the act of migration is a motivating 

constituent in the production of popular culture in both the 

homeland and the destination. The volume is an in-depth 

exploration of the flow of cultures and their interactions through 

a study of north Indian migrants who underwent two waves of 

emigration—from the Bhojpuri region to the Dutch colony of 

Suriname between 1873 and 1916 to work on sugar, coffee, 

cotton and cocoa plantations, and their descendants who moved 

to The Netherlands following the Surinamese independence in 

1975. It compares this complex network of cultures among the 

migrants to the folk culture of the Bhojpuri region from where 

large-scale migration is still taking place. 
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118 National University of Educational Planning and Administration,  

New Delhi 

S243 

  Elementary education in India: progress towards UEE: Flash 

Statistics: U DISE 2015-16--New Delhi: the author, 2017 

 

  Elementary education in India: progress towards UEE: Flash 

Statistics is based on data received from all states and UTS of 

the country for the year 2015-16. The publication presents not 

only state-specific indicators but also brings in many new 

dimensions of elementary education into focus. It incorporates 

key indicators on all aspects of universalisation of elementary 

education in case of all states and UTs. 

 

 

 

    

119 Naveen Kumar 49646 

  Inclusive education/  Naveen Kumar --Delhi: Manisha 

Publications,  2017 

 

  Inclusive education has grown from the belief that education is a 

basic human right and that it provides the foundation for a more 

just society. Inclusive education initiatives often have a 

particular focus on those groups, which, in the past have been 

excluded from educational opportunities. These groups include 

children living in poverty, those from ethnic and linguistic 

minorities, girls, children from remote areas and those with 

disabilities or other educational needs. This book gives historical 

context of inclusion and discusses polices, frameworks and 

legislation for inclusive education. Also dwells on instruction for 

inclusive education, developing and creating inclusive learning 

environment and educational setting. 

 

 

 

    

120 Navigating the labyrinth: perspectives on India's higher education/ 

edited by Devesh Kapur and Pratap Bhanu Mehta--Hyderabad: 

Orient BlackSwan, 2017 

49651 

  This document analyses the problems and complex challenges 

facing higher education in India, and suggests possible solutions 

to some of them. The contributors highlight a range of issues 

facing higher education today, through a deeply moving account 

of the decline of a college in north Bihar; discussions on the 

various types of post-secondary educational institutions—the 

research university, teaching colleges, and vocational training 

institutes; initiatives, such as community colleges, to address the 

problem of skill development in India; and the financing and 

governance of higher education in India. 
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121 Negi, V.S. 49556 

  Climate change perspectives and challenges in 21st  century/ 

V.S. Negi--New Delhi: Research India Press, 2017 

 

  The book attempts to rise the issues related to geographical 

understanding of climate change. Chapters in the book cover 

agriculture, sustainable tourism, urban planning , climate 

variability, drying streams, energy disaster management, 

geopolitics, hydro climatological hazards, coastal environment, 

sanitation, sustainable development, community rights. 

 

 

 

 

    

122 New perspectives on moral development/ edited by Charles C. 

Helwig --New York : Routledge, 2018 

49631 

  New Perspectives on Moral Development deals with the nature 

and acquisition of morality. The chapters draw on new work on 

the origins of morality in infancy and the early years, 

comparative approaches examining morality in primates, new 

perspectives on moral emotions such as guilt and empathy, and 

new perspectives on the emerging moral self in childhood and 

moral identity in adolescence. The book also examines the roles 

of parenting and culture in children’s and adolescents’ moral 

development. 

 

 

 

 

    

123 Nowak, Manfred 49656 

    Human rights or global capitalism: the limit of  privatization/ 

Manfred Nowak--Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 

Press, 2017 

  

  Human Rights or Global Capitalism examines the application of 

neoliberal policies from a human rights perspective and asks 

whether states, by outsourcing to the private sector many 

services with a direct impact on human rights - education, health, 

social security, water, personal liberty, personal security, 

equality - abdicate their responsibilities to uphold human rights 

and thereby violate international human rights law. The author 

explores these examples and outlines the ways in which 

neoliberal policies contravene the obligations of states to protect 

the human rights of their people. 
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124 One Belt One Road: China's global Outreach/edited by  Srikanth 

Kondapalli and Hu Xiaowen--New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2017 

49681 

  In conjunction with its meteoric rise in the economic spheres, 

China’s new initiative of One Belt One Road (OBOR) is 

attracting global attention for its grand scale of potentially 

connecting Asia, Africa, Europe (and South America) through 

the much needed infrastructure projects. The volume is divided 

into two major sections with the first focusing on the major 

ideas, initiatives, programmes and components of the OBOR, the 

domestic political debates and participation, ancient cultural and 

economic roots of the Silk Road, political economy aspects, 

connectivity plans across the continents, maritime dimension, 

energy issues, media perceptions and others. The second section 

focuses on the responses and perceptions of various countries to 

the OBOR initiative. 

 

 

 

    125 Pablos, Patricia Ordonez De 49693 

  Tourism and opportunities for economic development in  Asia/ 

Patricia Ordonez de Pablos and Zeyar Myo Aung--Hershey : IGI 

Global, 2017 

 

  Tourism and Opportunities for Economic Development in Asia is 

a key resource on the priorities, challenges, and strategies in the 

globalized economy of the Asian tourism market. The topics 

covered in this volume are cultural tourism, gastronomy, 

hospitality management, human resource management, 

marketing strategies, economic impact of tourism and 

environmental protection. 

 

 

 

    126 Palanithurai, G. 49648 

  Issues in higher learning institutions/G. Palanithurai--New 

Delhi: Concept Publishing, 2017 

 

  Educational institutions in general and more particularly the 

higher learning institutions are in deep crisis. Political executive 

and policy community have to play a crucial role in reforming 

this sector. Lot of initiatives can be taken by the conscious 

teachers who are serving in higher learning institutions. In the 

context of commercialization of education, teachers have a role 

to play at the ground. The author discusses critical issues which 

plagued in the higher education and aims at quality enhancement 

in the higher learning institutions. 
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127 Palgrave handbook of age diversity and work/ edited by Emma 

Parry and Jean McCarthy --London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017 

49636 

  Palgrave Handbook of Age Diversity and Work includes 

contributions from leading scholars in age and generational 

diversity from across the world, discussing cutting-edge research 

findings about the nature and impact of age diversity and 

presenting approaches to managing this phenomenon. 

  

 

 

    

128 Panda, Minati 49732 

  Empowerment of women at work place/ Minati Panda--New 

Delhi: Avon  Publications, 2017 

 

  Today in 21st century, women experience conflict, stress, related 

problems at work place and to some extent its carry over its 

effect in managing household. Day by day this is affecting the 

health condition (both physical and mental) of female 

employees. The main focus of this research is relevance of 

empowerment process in Indian organizations and their impact 

on family, home, quality of life and quality of work life. 

Organizational ethos and occupational stress are inter related. 

The result of this research is explained in terms of human 

resource management practices at work place and its impact on 

family. 

 

 

 

    

129 Pandey, Bindhy Wasini 49561 

  Environmental concerns and sustainable development in 

Himalaya/ Bindhy Wasini Pandey, V.S. Negi and Poonam 

Kumria--New Delhi: Research India Press, 2017 

 

  The book divulges some important environmental issues for 

sustainability in Himalaya. Describes climate change adaptation 

and response in Himalaya, highlighting various kinds of climate 

induced hazards and coping strategies. Highlights the importance 

of watersheds for sustainable development in mountains. 

Advocates ecological restoration for livelihood sustainability and 

protect ecosystem through mix forestry. Discusses impact of 

tourism and also evaluate possibilities, threats and opportunity of 

hill agriculture in mid Himalayan region. 
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130 Parsis of India: continuing at the crossroads/edited by Armaity S 

Desai and Shalini Bharat --New Delhi: Sage Publications, 4 Vols. 

2017 

49701-

49704 

  Parsis of India is the first comprehensive analysis of the Parsi 

community and its demographic decline with a pan-India focus. 

Vol 1: The Indian Parsis: Themes Old and New covers the 

history and demography, issues of poverty and charity in the 

community and methodological concerns in researching minority 

communities. Vol 2: Contemporary Parsis: Marriage, Family and 

Community explores the socio-cultural dimensions of the Parsi 

demographic decline from the community’s perspective. Vol 3: 

The World of Indian Parsi Youth: Status and Perceptions is a 

national-level study conducted across 14 locations to understand 

the perspective and attitudes of the Parsi youth on aspects related 

to their life goals and the factors which contribute to their ethnic 

identity and The Parsi Elderly: To Live with Dignity is the 4th 

volume focusing on the situational analysis of the elderly in the 

Parsi community. 

 

 

 

    

131 Patra, Sudhakar 49674 

  Economics of mining and health hazards/ Sudhakar Patra and 

Kabita Kumari Sahu--New Delhi: Avon Publications, 2018 

 

  This study aims to investigate the trend and growth of revenue, 

royalty and exploration of mining resources in Orissa and 

Keonjhar District. Analyses the health effect of pollution caused 

by extraction of mining resources in Keonjhar District and 

assesses the environmental impact of extraction of mining 

resources and mining policy of government of Orissa. 

 

 

 

    

132 Politics of precarity: migrant conditions, struggles and experiences 

/edited by Carl-Ulrik Schierup Martin Bak Jorgensen--Lieden: Brill, 

2017 

49661 

    The book depicts precarity as being both a condition and a 

mobilizing force for resistance. The volume asks questions that 

investigate conditions and resistance across diverse cases such as 

first generation urbanites in China, migrant pensioners and 

unemployed youth in Sweden and Spain, refugees in Germany, 

irregular and regular migrants in Southern Europe, Turkey, 

Russia the United States and South Africa. 
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133 Postiglione, Gerard A. 49643 

    Education, ethnicity, society and global change in Asia: the 

selected works of Gerard A. Postiglione/Gerard A. Postiglione--

London: Routledge, 2017 

  

  For more than three decades, Gerard A. Postiglione has 

witnessed first-hand the globalization of education and society in 

Hong Kong, China and the wider Asian region. He has brought 

sociological, policy, and comparative perspectives to important 

educational issues in Asia. His research emphasizes the diversity 

and complexity of the region, from studies of education and the 

academic profession during Hong Kong’s retrocession, to reform 

of ethnic minority education and the rise of world class 

universities in the Chinese mainland, as well as the complexity 

of mass higher education in an increasingly dynamic Asia. This 

selection of twelve of his most representative papers and 

chapters documents his scholarship in comparative higher 

education in Asia. 

 

    

134 Professional networks in transnational governance/edited by 

Leonard Seabrooke and Lasse Folke Henriksen--Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2017 

49664 

  The book provides a framework for understanding how 

professionals and organizations interact, and uses it to 

investigate a range of transnational cases. The volume also 

deploys a strong emphasis on methodological strategies to reveal 

who controls transnational issues, including network, sequence, 

field, and ethnographic approaches. It reveals how professionals 

obtain and manage control over transnational issues. 

 

    

135 Prusty, Padmashree 49727 

  Development, displacement and resettlement/ Padmashree 

Prusty--New Delhi: SSDN Publishers, 2017 

 

  This study aims to analyse the impact of NALCO (National 

Aluminum Company Ltd) Angul Sector, state of Odisha, on 

industrialisation, trade and commercial activities in Angul and 

NALCO Nagar; study the overall changes of the socio-economic 

conditions of both affected and non-affected people around this 

sector and analyse the impact of NALCO Angul sector on 

agriculture and nonfarm activities. Compares the consumption 

patterns of both affected and non-affected people after the 

establishment of NALCO Angul Sector; and examines the 

rehabilitation and resettlement policy and suggests measures for 

review and revision of the same. 
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136 Pruthi, S. 49600 

  Demonetization and its impact on Indian economy/ S. Pruthi--

New  Delhi: Life Span Publishers and Distributors, 2017 

 

  Gives an historical account of demonetization and discusses 

implementation of demonetization in other countries. The author 

looks at the advantages and disadvantages, and impact of 

demonetization. Also discusses new digital economy in India. 

 

 

 

 

    

137 Public banks in the age of financialization: a comparative 

perspective/edited by Christoph Scherrer--Cheltenham: Edward 

Elgar Publishing, 2017 

49688 

  This is an invaluable comparison of public banks, with the 

contributors highlighting both the benefits of public banks and 

their governance failures, overcoming the sterile debate of 

private versus public. Empirically analyzing three countries with 

significant public banks - Brazil, Germany and India - 

contributors support the Keynesian argument that public banks 

can contribute to employment by stabilizing the business cycle 

and by providing finance on a long-term basis. 

 

 

 

 

    

138 Pulido, Margarita Perez 49607 

  Ethics management in libraries and other information  services/ 

Margarita Perez Pulido--Cambridge: Chandos Publishing, 2018 

 

  Ethics Management in Libraries and Other Information Services 

presents professional ethics from a managerial point-of-view, 

explaining how to implement ethical management systems in 

libraries and information services and presenting the necessary 

tools needed to understand the practical application of a system 

of ethical management based on ISO 26000: 2010. The examples 

and selected case studies will be helpful to professionals, 

teachers and students who want to both explore and apply ethics 

now and in the future. 
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139 Rana, Pradumna B. 49678 

  Jumpstarting South Asia: revisiting economic reforms    and 

Look East policies/ Pradumna B. Rana and Wai-Mun Chia --

New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2018 

 

  Jumpstarting South Asia focuses on the slowing pace of 

economic growth and makes the case for a two-pronged strategy 

to jumpstart South Asian economies. South Asian countries 

should complete the economic reform process that they had 

begun in the 1980s and the early 1990s and implement the more 

microeconomic reforms, namely, the sectoral, and governance 

and institutional reforms to enhance competition and improve 

the operation of markets. This book argues that the proposed 

strategy will lead to a win-win situation for all countries in South 

Asia and East Asia, and also reinvigorate economic integration 

within South Asia. 

 

    

140 Rangarajan, C.  

  Counting the poor in India: where do we stand/  C. Rangarajan 

and S. Mahendra Dev--New Delhi: Academic Foundation, 2017 

49670 

  There has been a considerable amount of debate on how to 

measure poverty. To review and take a fresh look at the 

methodology for measurements of poverty, the Government of 

India appointed an Expert Group (Rangarajan Committee) in 

June 2012. This book contains the Report of the Expert Group 

and four other articles which were written subsequently to 

explain some of the issues that were raised after the publication 

of the Report. Rangarajan Committee computed a fresh basket in 

the light of the most recently available minimum requirements of 

food. The four papers of the book discusses various issues on 

poverty measurement including comparison of Socio Economic 

Caste Census (SECC) data, estimates of poverty using different 

cut-off points and the impact of public expenditure on health and 

education on poverty. 

 

    

141 Ratten, Vanessa 49559 

    Entrepreneurship, innovation and smart cities/Vanessa Ratten--

London : Routledge, 2017 

  

  This book focuses on how cities are becoming smarter, more 

innovative and entrepreneurial due to the increased pressures 

placed on them from societal changes in the global business 

environment. It aims to examine the role that innovation has in 

creating smart cities by focusing on issues such as public 

transport, use of energy efficiency and sustainability practices. It 

helps to shed understanding on how cities have become smarter 

in the way they handle increased migration to urban and rural 

areas and decrease the strain on public finances. 
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142 रावत, मनोज 49589 

  जल प्रिूषण, संरक्ण एवं सुब्लस्थर दवकास/ मनोज रावत --नयी दिल्ली, 

द वांक प्रका न, 2017 

 

  आलोच्य पुस्तक में जल का पररचय उसका जनस्वास्थ्य एवं पयाशवरण में 

मित्त्व प्रदतपादित िै | अवसादिकरण की प्रदक्रया, भौदमकीय अपरिन, 

मानवजदनत अपरिन द्वारा पयाशवरणीय समस्याओ ंका जन्म िोता िै | 

कीिना को ं के प्रयोग से भी जल प्रिूषण िढता िै| जल का उपचार 

सीदमत मात्ा में िो रिा िै | पयाशवरण संरक्ण के दलए राष्टर ीय एवं 

अंतराशष्टर ीय स्तर पर भूमंडलीय पयाशवरण की गुणविा के संरक्ण, 

पाररब्लस्थतकीय संतुलन, पररब्लस्थदतकतंत् की ब्लस्थरता एवं जैव दवदवधता 

को कायम रखने के दलए सयुक्त राष्टर  संघ, राष्टर ो ंका समूि, सरकारी व् 

गैर सरकारी संगठनो ंद्वारा कई समे्मलनो,ं संगोदियो ंका आयोजन दकया 

जा रिा िै |कई मित्वपूणश संदधयो ंएवं घोषणाओ ंपर िस्ताक्र दकये गए | 

आलोच्य पुस्तक में गोदियो,ं समे्मलनो,ं में दलए दनणशयो ं का उले्लख 

दमलता िै | 

 

 

    

143 रावत, मनोज 49590 

  पयाशवरण के दवदवध आयाम प्लाब्लिक के नुक्सान/ मनोज रावत—नयी 

दिल्ली, द वांक प्रका न, 2017 

 

  पयाशवरण उन सभी भौदतक,रसायदनक एवं जैदवक कारको ंकी समदष्टगत 

इकाई िै जो दकसी जीवधारी अथवा पाररतंत्ीय आिािी को  प्रभादवत 

करते िै | यि िमारे चारो ओर व्यापत िै | प्लाब्लिक अपने उत्पािन से 

लेकर फें के जाने तक सभी अवस्थाओ ं मे पयाशवरण और समूचे 

पाररब्लस्थदतक तंत् के दलए िादनकारक िै , और दवश्व के दलए चुनौदत िन 

गया िै  | आलोच्य पुस्तक मे प्लाब्लिक द्वारा मृिा प्रिुषण,  जल  प्रिुषण , 

पयाशवरण अनवयन , पयाशवरण संरक्ण , संरक्ण कानून तथा उसमे 

दवदभन अदभकरणो ंकी भूदमका पर प्रका  डाला िै | 

 

 

    

144 रावत, मनोज 49592 

  वायु प्रिूषण: कारण एवं दनवारण / मनोज रावत --नयी दिल्ली, द वांक 

प्रका न, 2017 

 

  िढ़ते  िरीकरण, औद्योदगकरण, िढ़ती दवदु्यत् गृि संख्या, स्वचदलत 

मोिर वािन के कारण वायु प्रिूषण खतरे की सीमा से ऊपर उठ चुका िै 

| इससे मनुष्ो,ं जीव जंतुओ,ं मौसम, ओजोन परत सभी को नुकसान 

पहुचता िै | वायु प्रिूषण को रोकने में दवदभन्न अदभकरणो ंकी भूदमका, 

रादष्टर य एवं अंतराशष्टर ीय संस्थाओ ं द्वारा िहुउदे्दश्यीय पररयोजनाओ ं के 

माध्यम से वायु प्रिूषण को कम करनें के प्रयासो ंका उले्लख िै | 
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145 Redefined labour spaces: organising workers in post-liberalised 

India/ edited by Sobin George and Shalini Sinha--London: 

Routledge, 2018 

49682 

  This book discusses the transformation of labour movements and 

trade unionism in post-liberalised India. It looks at emerging 

collectivism, both in formal and informal sectors, and relates it 

to changing political and industrial relations. Bringing together 

studies of resistance, struggles and new forms of negotiations 

from different industries - agriculture, fisheries, brick kiln, 

plantations, IT, domestic workers, shipbreakers, sex workers, 

and miners - this book exposes the myths, realities and 

challenges that the present generation of workers in India face 

and struggle with. 

 

    

146 Regional development: theory and practice/edited by B. Thakur H.S. 

Sharma, Suresh Misra, S. Chattopadhyay and Surendra Singh--New 

Delhi: Concept Publishing, 2017 

49571-

49575 

  The five-volume series on Regional Development: Theory and 

Practice is a festschrift dedicated to Prof. R.P. Mishra. These 

five volumes each deal with a specific aspect of regional 

development - Vol. 1 is on concept of regional development, Vol 

2 deals with qualitative, quantitative and space and information 

technology-based measurement, 3rd Vol is on development 

patterns and structures dealing with regional disparities, 

urbanisation and regional development. 4th Vol. deals with 

development policies and the last Vol. is on development 

challenges dealing with environmental conflicts, development 

constraints etc. 

 

    

147 Regional growth and sustainable development in Asia/ edited by 

Amitrajeet  A. Batabyal and Peter Nijkamp--Cham: Springer, 2017 

49576 

  Regional growth and sustainable development in Asia addresses 

two general questions that have arisen as a result of the uneven 

rise of the various Asian economies in contemporary times. 

First, to lift people out of poverty and to improve the quality of 

their lives, how do we institute policies that will ensure 

economic growth in the different regions of Asia? Second, what 

can we do to ensure that the economic growth we seek is 

sustainable so that the regional economic development that 

emerges is broad-based, inclusive, and environmentally 

conscious? The specific topics to be addressed in this book 

include growth accounting, natural resource use and 

management, the regulation of environmental externalities, 

geographic information systems, and regional climate change. 
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148 Rethinking economic development in Northeast India: emerging 

dynamics/edited by Deepak K. Mishra and Vandana Upadhyay --

London: Routledge, 2017 

49578 

  This book examines the development experience in the 

Northeastern region in India in relation to the processes of 

globalisation and liberalisation of the economy. It offers a 

comprehensive and updated analysis of governance and 

development issues in relation to the Northeastern economy. The 

chapters cover a variety of sectors and concerns such as land, 

agriculture, industry, infrastructure, finance, human 

development, human security, trade and policy. 

 

 

 

 

    

149 Rethinking private higher education: ethnographic 

perspectives/edited by  Daniele Cantini--Leiden: Brill, 2017 

49652 

  Rethinking Private Higher Education takes the university as a 

core institution in modern nation states, which is currently 

undergoing a serious revision. It offers fresh insights into the 

actual meaning of ‘private’ in different higher education 

contexts, contributing to a deeper understanding of the actual 

effects of global policies in local contexts through 

ethnographies. This book explores how private universities were 

established, their context and history, and their changing 

business models and operations. 

 

 

 

 

    

150 Revonsuo, Antti 49626 

    Foundations of consciousness/ Antti Revonsuo--London: 

Routledge, 2018 

  

  The conscious mind is life as we experience it; we see the world, 

feel our emotions and think our thoughts thanks to 

consciousness. This book provides an easy introduction to the 

foundations of consciousness; how can subjective consciousness 

be measured scientifically? What happens to the conscious mind 

and self when the brain gets injured? How does consciousness, 

our subjective self or soul, arise from the activities of the brain? 
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151 Rimmerman, Arie 49728 

  Disability and community living policies/Arie Rimmerman--

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017 

 

  This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the roots of 

institutionalization, deinstitutionalization legislation and policies 

of the twentieth century, and twenty-first-century efforts to 

promote community living policies domestically and 

internationally, particularly through the role of the United 

Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

(UNCRPD), a landmark treaty adopted on 13 December 2006. 

Demonstrates how Articles 12 and 19 of the UN convention can 

be implemented at national level. Analyzes the differences 

between European and United States policies towards 

community living. 

 

    

152 Romance of crossing border: studying and volunteering  abroad  

/edited by  Neriko Musha Doerr and Hannah Davis Taieb --New 

York: Berghahn, 2017 

49653 

  What draws people to study abroad or volunteer in far-off 

communities? Often the answer is romance – the romance of 

landscapes, people, languages, the very sense of border-crossing 

– and longing for liberation, attraction to the unknown, yearning 

to make a difference. This volume explores the complicated and 

often fraught desires to study and volunteer abroad. In doing so, 

the book sheds light on how affect is managed by educators and 

mobilized by students and volunteers themselves, and how these 

structures of feeling relate to broader social and economic 

forces. 

 

    

153 Routledge companion to management information systems/edited 

by Robert D Galliers and Mari-Klara Stein--London: Routledge, 

2018 

49638 

  This single-volume survey of the field is organized into four 

parts. The first section deals with Disciplinary and 

Methodological Foundations. The second section deals with 

Development, Adoption and Use of MIS – topics that formed the 

centrepiece of the field of IS in the last century. The third section 

deals with Managing Organizational IS, Knowledge and 

Innovation, while the final section considers emerging and 

continuing issues and controversies in the field – IS in Society 

and a Global Context. Each chapter provides a balanced 

overview of current knowledge, identifying issues and 

discussing relevant debates. 
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154 Routledge handbook of gender and environment/edited by Sherilyn  

MacGregor--London: Routledge, 2017 

49639 

  Routledge Handbook of Gender and Environment provides 

critical analyses of the gender dimensions of a wide range of 

timely and challenging topics, from sustainable development and 

climate change politics, to queer ecology and interspecies ethics 

in the so-called Anthropocene. 

 

    

155 Routledge history handbook of gender and the urban experience 

/edited by Deborah  Simonton--London: Routledge, 2017 

49640 

  Challenging current perspectives of urbanisation, Routledge 

History Handbook of Gender and the Urban Experience 

explores how our towns and cities have shaped and been shaped 

by cultural, spatial and gendered influences. This volume 

discusses gender in an urban context in European, North 

American and colonial towns from the fourteenth to the 

twentieth century, casting new light on the development of 

medieval and modern settlements across the globe. 

 

    

156 Roy , Rajeshwar 49564 

  GIS for smart cities/Rajeshwar Roy--New Delhi: Ane Books, 

2018 

 

  Over the period GIS has emerged from just being a map based 

tool to the use of highly advanced instruments for collecting land 

based information. The book attempts to showcase some of the 

GIS tools that can make the dream of smart city come true. It 

explains the adaptive urbanism for sea-level rise and 

environmentally sensitive land use allocation for coastal smart 

cities. Discusses application of GIS for smart urbanisation and in 

categorizing and managing slums. 

 

    

157 Saha, Debdulal 49676 

  Informal markets, livelihood and politics: street vendors in urban 

India/ Debdulal Saha--London: Routledge, 2017 

 

  This book delves into the sustenance and survival strategies of 

street vendors across seventeen cities in India and assesses the 

issues revolving around self-created markets, livelihood and 

politics that are contested in public space. It also presents a 

conceptual and theoretical understanding of different socio-

economic and policy concerns pertaining to street vending in the 

country. It also discusses the Street Vendors (Protection of 

Livelihood and Regulation of Street Vending) Act, 2014, and 

examines how inclusive the legal recognition is for these 

workers of informal economy. 
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158 Sahoo, Niranjan 49601 

  Demonetization, digital India and governance/ Niranjan Sahoo 

and Sarika R. Lohana--New Delhi: New Century Publications, 

2017 

 

  The International Monetary Fund has hailed India as a bright 

spot amidst a slowing global economy. Indian economy has the 

potential to achieve double-digit growth rate. In spite of being a 

bright spot on the world map, a host of problems confront India 

which caste shadow on its governance credentials. These so-

called black spots include: (a) black money, (b) corruption, (c) 

money laundering, (d) counterfeit currency, (e) tax evasion and 

(f) terrorist financing. It was in the above context that the 

Government of India launched demonetisation and one major 

objective of the demonetization exercise is to encourage 

cashless/electronic transactions in the economy. The 

Government of India has taken policy decision to encourage 

electronic transactions and has, in this regard, announced a 

number of incentives. 

 

 

 

    

159 Samal, Kishor C. 49668 

  Black money: demonetisation to chase it in India/Kishor C. 

Samal--New Delhi: Avon Publications, 2017 

 

  The book deals with generation and estimation of black money 

and various issues of operation of parallel economy and its 

adverse impact. It critically examines the various measures 

including VDSs, demonetisation and others to chase black 

money in India in pre and post- liberalisation era. It also analyses 

the policy implications to mop up black money. 

 

 

 

    

160 Saravanan, Velayutham 49717 

  Colonialism, environment and tribals in South India, 1792-1947/ 

Velayutham Saravanan--London: Routledge, 2017 

 

  This document offers the economic and environmental history of 

the Indian peninsula during the colonial era. It analyses the 

nature of colonial land revenue policy, commercialisation of 

forest resources, consequences of coffee plantations, intrusion 

into tribal private forests and tribal -controlled geographical 

regions, and disintegration of their socio-cultural, political, 

administrative and judicial systems during the British Raj. 
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161 Satyanarayana, G. 49677 

  Infrastructure development and the role of public-private-

partnership/ G. Satyanarayana and Madhusudana H.S.--New 

Delhi: New Century Publications, 2017 

 

  This book provides an exhaustive and analytical account of 

various facets of infrastructure development in India. It contains 

29 chapters which are categorized under the following 8 theme 

parts: Part I: Infrastructure Policy and Public-Private-Partnership 

(PPP); Part II: Energy Needs, Sources and Management; Part III: 

Transport Modes and Services; Part IV: Telecommunications, 

Information Technology (IT), Broadcasting and Postal Services; 

Part V: Special Economic Zones (SEZs); Part VI:  Water 

Resources and Irrigation; Part VII: Rural Infrastructure and 

Services; and Part VIII: Urban Infrastructure and Services. 

 

    

162 Saxena, Priti Nath 49721 

  Dalit paradigm: concept and theory building/ Priti Nath Saxena--

Jaipur: Rawat Publications, 2017 

 

  The book vividly captures dalan (oppression) at a trans-caste 

level faced by people globally.  A New Social Theory (NST) has 

been derived, based on both hypothetical and empirical analyses. 

A trans-caste philosophy based on intertextuality has been 

introduced by relating the term Dalit to the texts from Plato to 

contemporary political theorists. The history of political 

elevation of Dalits and the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) is 

comprehensively essayed. The trans-caste concept is universal in 

scope. The text brings to light, for the first time, the Neo-Caste 

Realist Theory, Neo-Liberal Caste Approach, Degree of Dalan 

and Eclipse Theory along with their application in current 

politics. 

 

    

163 Schinkel, Willem 49747 

  Imagined societies: a critique of immigrant  integration in 

Western Europe/ Willem Schinkel--Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 2017 

 

  This book explores a range of case studies across European 

countries to analyse immigration and multiculturalism in 

Western Europe; sets out a new view of immigrant integration 

that challenges the dominant, hegemonic understanding of 

immigrant integration in the social sciences; and proposes a new 

social theoretical conception of 'society' that advances public 

debate on European immigrant integration. 
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164 Seib, Philip 49713 

  As terrorism evolves: media, religion, and governance/ Philip 

Seib--Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2017 

 

  This book offers a sophisticated account of twenty-first-century 

terrorism; provides up-to-date analysis of the ways that terrorism 

is evolving, considering multiple terrorist organizations closely 

and reflecting on what the future may bring; and sheds new light 

on media used by terrorist organizations and the role of media-

related efforts and soft power in counter-terrorism efforts, while 

also addressing the role of religion - particularly Islam - as a 

factor in terrorism and counter-terrorism. 

 

 

 

 

    

165 Shah, Ramesh 49554 

  City planning/ Ramesh Shah--New Delhi: Ane Books, 2018  

  City planning focuses on the quality of life in cities, suburbs, 

towns and villages. When planning a city, planners must 

consider many factors including the economy, the environment 

and transportation needs. City planners also must understand the 

current uses of existing buildings, roads and facilities in their 

city, as well as how these uses may affect the city in the future. 

This book focuses on issues like urban growth and its 

consequences, beginnings of comprehensive planning, typical 

master plans, city building after 1000 A.D. principle phases of 

town planning etc. 

 

 

 

    

166 Shaping India's future: essays in memory of Abid Hussain/ edited by 

Deepak Nayyar and Rana Hasan--New Delhi: Academic 

Foundation, 2017 

49683 

  This volume seeks to honour the lifelong passion and 

commitment of Abid Hussain - a distinguished civil servant, a 

diplomat, and a concerned citizen of India who contributed to 

the public sphere in a wide range of areas - for a better India. It 

includes nine essays covering contemporary issues in economic 

policy, governance, and society that will shape India’s future 

over the coming decades. This volume also consists of seven 

tributes to Abid Hussain by eminent scholars and policymakers. 
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167 Sharma, Vijay Paul 49658 

    Marketed and marketable surplus of major food grains in India/ 

Vijay Paul Sharma and Harsh Wardhan--New Delhi: Springer, 

2017 

  

  This book discusses the concepts of marketed and marketable 

surplus, as well as the role of the government and marketing 

agencies, including those in the private sector, in improving 

market efficiency. It also examines the impact of various 

socioeconomic, technological, institutional, infrastructure, and 

price factors on the marketed surplus of major crops. The results 

of this study offer a valuable resource for designing effective 

food procurement, distribution and price policies. 

 

 

 

    

168 Shyam Lal 49712 

  Ambedkar and the Bhangis: efforts for their upliftment/ Shyam 

Lal --Jaipur: Rawat Publications, 2018 

 

  Based on primary and secondary sources, the book primarily 

addresses three questions: why did a movement questioning 

Ambedkar’s mission take place; what were the specific efforts of 

Dr Ambedkar for the upliftment of the Bhangi community; and 

how did Gandhi and Congress respond to this movement. 

 

 

 

    

169 दसंि , िीनानाथ 49618 

  पंदडत िीन ियाल उपाध्याय की दचंतन दृदष्ट/ िीनानाथ दसंि एवं िरनाम 

दसंि--नई दिल्ली, द वांक प्रका न,  2017 

 

  िीनियाल उपाध्याय के सरल सिज व्यब्लक्तत्व  में भारतीय राजनैदतक 

दचद्वाि का ि शन प्रते्यक राजनैदतक, सामादजक, और चेतना मांस की 

उिम अवस्था के दलए पे्ररणािायक िै | भारत की आत्मा का मूल 

सासृ्कदतक सदिषु्णता एवं किशव्य प्रधान जीवन की भावना िै | धमश की 

प्रमुख भावना त्याग, कतशव्य अवं दव ाल एकात्मता िै | समाज अपने 

पररश्रम तथा स्वावलंिन से समू्पणश वैभव को अदजशत कर सकता िै | 

एकात्मवाि और अन्त्योिय की पररकल्पना को साकार करके िी समरस 

समथश भारत की संकल्पना साकार िो सकती िै | आलोच्य पुस्तक पंदडत 

िीनियाल उपाध्याय के जीवन का,  मान्यताओ ं का दवशे्लषण कर 

दवकल्प िेने का एक प्रयास िै | 
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170 Singh, Malvika 49551 

    Agricultural economy of India: current status and issues/ 

Malvika Singh--New Delhi: New Century Publications, 2017 

  

  Agricultural economy of India: current status and issues 

Agriculture occupies a key position in the Indian economy. 

Agricultural policy followed since Independence in 1947 can be 

broadly classified into three phases. Phase one, immediately 

after Independence, witnessed several institutional changes 

through land reforms and initiation of major irrigation projects. 

The second phase, since the mid-1960s, was aimed at increasing 

agricultural productivity to attain self-sufficiency in food grains 

through technological revolution and Government support for 

credit, marketing, and extension services. This was followed by 

the current phase, since the late 1980s, aimed at making 

agriculture more market-oriented. The present work explains and 

examines the key reform measures undertaken for the 

modernization of Indian agriculture. Challenges facing this vital 

sector of the economy are also set forth. 

 

 

 

    

171 Singh, Manoj K. 49641 

    Secrets of Modi's foreign policy/ Manoj K. Singh--New Delhi: 

Surendra Publications, 2017 

  

  This book discusses foreign policy initiatives of Narendra Modi 

after he assumed office as Prime Minister of India on 26th May 

2014. It addresses India's foreign policy towards Middle East 

and Asian countries and, India and the United Nations. 

 

 

 

    

172 दसंि , दनिां 49591 

  पयाशवरणीय जागरूकता/ दनिां दसि  --नयी दिल्ली, द वांक प्रका न, 

2017 

 

  आलोच्य पुस्तक में मानव द्वारा दवदभन्न के्त्ो ं यथा कृदष, औद्योदगक, 

राजनैदतक, धादमशक एवं सांसृ्कदतक प्रगदत के फलस्वरूप उपजी 

पयाशवरण की समस्याओ ंपर प्रका  डाला िै | पकृश दतक पाररब्लस्थदतक 

तंत् का दवघिन, पाररब्लस्थदतकी असंतुलन, पयाशवरणीय गुणविा का ह्रास, 

पयाशवरण अवनयन, प्राकृदतक संसाधनो ंके अनुदचत िोिन से संसाधनो ं

की ररक्तता इत्यादि िी पयाशवरण की चुनौती िै | इसके संरक्ण में युवाओ ं

की भूदमका, इसके संरक्ण में  पयाशवरण सिंधी नीदतयो,ं अदधदनयमो ं व् 

प्रयासो ंपर प्रका  डाला िै | 
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173 Singh, Rajeev Pratap 49562 

  Environmental issues surrounding human overpopulation / 

Rajeev Pratap Singh, Anita Singh and Vaibhav Srivastava--

Hershey: IGI Global, 2017 

 

  There are many factors to be considered when examining the 

current state of environmental problems in the modern world. By 

addressing these causes, the preservation of ecosystems and 

environmental resources can be maintained. 

Environmental Issues Surrounding Human Overpopulation is a 

research on the depletion of natural resources due to 

overpopulation and presents insights on how these 

environmental threats can be addressed. 

 

    

174 दसंि, दवजय ििािुर 49708 

  आंतररक सुरक्ा की चुनौती: नक्सलवाि / दवजय ििािुर दसंि—

वाराणसी, कु ल पब्लिके न्स एण्ड दडिर ीबू्यिसश, 2017 

 

  आलोच्य पुस्तक आंतररक सुरक्ा में िीमक की तरि जड़ें जमा चुकी 

नक्सली दवचारधारा के स्वरुप, कायशपद्धदत एवं प्रभाव पर प्रका  डालती 

िै|नक्सलवािी आन्दोलन िे  के कुछ राज्ो ंमें गरीिी और असमानता 

की उपज िै, दजसे भौगोदलक पररब्लस्थदतयो ंनें पनपनें की भूदम प्रिान की | 

िे  के दवदभन्न दिस्ो ं दव ेष रूप से झारखण्ड, आंध्रप्रिे , छिीसगढ़, 

एवं दििार में अपनी जड़े मजिूत कर रिा िै | सोनभद्र, चिौली, दमजाशपुर 

तक नक्सलवाि की लपिें फ़ैल चुकी िै | भूदमिीन, दकसान, द  ीत वगश 

जि स्वयं को असिाय पाता िै तो नए समाज, दजसमें उसकी समस्याओ ं

का दनराकरण िो सके, के दनमाशण िेतु माक्सश, लेदनन, माओ के दसद्धांतो ं

को मानने वालो ंका अनुसरण करते हुए नक्सलवाि को सियोग करने 

लगता िै | 

 

 

    

175 Somanathan, T.V. 49673 

  Derivatives/ T.V. Somanathan, V. Anantha Nageswaran and 

Harsh Gupta--Cambridge: Cambridge Univeristy Press, 2018 

 

  This book describes and explains various derivative instruments, 

their use and pricing, and the functioning of derivative markets. 

It uses a large number of examples to elucidate concepts and 

illustrate their real-life application, and goes beyond the narrow 

perspective of derivative traders and investors and takes a 

broader approach which enhances its appeal to a range of 

readers. 
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176 Sreerekha, M.S 49684 

  State without honour: women  workers in India's  anganwadis/ 

M. S. Sreerekha--New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2017 

 

  This book explores the political economy of women’s work in 

India and its relationship to the Indian state. Through a case 

study of honorary women workers in anganwadis of the 

Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS) scheme, this 

book sheds light on the contemporary understanding of the status 

of women within the social welfare policies. 

 

   

 

 

177 श्रीवास्तव, जी. एल. 49593 

  वैदश्वक प्राकृदतक पयाशवरण / जी. एल. श्रीवास्तव --नयी दिल्ली, द वांक 

प्रका न, 2017 

 

  प्राकृदतक पयाशवरण  समस्या का कें द्र - दिनु्द नगरीय दवकास , 

 िरीकरण , जनसंख्या वृब्लद्ध , भूअवकरण , जल प्रिुषण , औधोदगक 

दवकास ,  ग्रीन िाउस गैसो ंका उत्सजशन | आधुदनक भरी उपभोक्तावारी 

 ैली  ने  दवदवधता को  नुकसान पहुचाया िै | इसका असर कृदष पर भी 

हुआ िै |  संयुक्त राष्टर  संध इस दि ा मै प्रयासरत  िै| आलोच्य पुस्तक  के 

पयाशवरण संरक्ण की दि ा मै संयुक्त राष्टर  संध के प्रयास , दवदभन 

कायशक्रम का दवसृ्तत दववरण िै | भारत की पयाशवरण दनदत का , उससे 

समं्बदधत कानूनो ंएवं प्रयासो ंका उले्लख िै| 

 

 

    

178 Subaltern urbanisation in India: an introduction to the dynamics of 

ordinary towns/ Eric Denis and Marie-Helena --New Delhi: 

Springer, 2017 

49546 

  This volume decenters the view of urbanisation in India from 

large agglomerations towards smaller urban settlements. The 

volume is organised in four sections. The first one deals with 

urbanisation dynamics and systems of cities with chapters on the 

new census towns, demographic and economic trajectories of 

cities and employment transformation. The interrelations of land 

transformation, social and cultural changes form the topic of the 

“land, society, belonging” section based on ethnographic work in 

various parts of India (Karnataka, Himachal Pradesh, Arunachal 

Pradesh and Tamil Nadu). The third section focuses on public 

policies, governance and urban services with a set of macro-

analysis based papers and specific case studies. Understanding 

the nature of production and innovation in non-metropolitan 

contexts closes this volume. Finally, though focused on India, 

this research raises larger questions with regard to the study of 

urbanisation and development worldwide. 
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179 Sustainable development goals in the Asian context/edited by Jan 

Servaes--Singapore: Springer, 2017 

49580 

  The chapters in the book address assessments of Millennium 

Development Goals in several Asian countries and the region as 

a whole. The book also identifies and discusses the changes and 

potential improvements in the transition from Millennium 

Development Goals (2000-2015) to Sustainable Development 

Goals (2015-2030). Areas that are covered in the book, which 

are illustrated with case studies, include Corporate Social 

Accountability, Information and Communications Technologies, 

and Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs). 

 

 

 

    

180 Sustainable future: dynamics of environment and disaster 

management: essays in honour of Prof. Vinod K. Sharma/ edited by 

Suresh Misra and Shyamli Singh--New Delhi: Concept Publishing, 

2018 

49581 

  The book caters to create long-lasting practices in integrating 

environment and disaster management, striding towards 

sustainable future. Discusses both manmade and natural 

disasters. The chapters comprise analysis of causes of disaster 

and recommendations for their effective management. 

 

 

 

    

181 Sustainable smart cities in India: challenges and  future 

perspectives/edited by Poonam Sharma and Swati Rajput--Cham: 

Springer, 2017 

49582 

  Sustainable Smart Cities in India: Challenges and Future 

Perspectives discusses critical factors of smart city initiatives: 

management and organization, technology, governance, policy, 

people and communities, economy, infrastructure, and natural 

environment. These factors are broadly covered under the 

integrative framework of the book to examine the vision and 

challenges of smart city initiatives. The book suggests directions 

and agendas for smart city research and outlines practical 

implications for government professionals, students, research 

scholars and policy makers. 
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182 Sustaining high growth in India/edited by Pradeep Agrawal--

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018 

49685 

  There is an urgent need for research on the challenges facing 

India in reviving and sustaining high rates of economic growth, 

some of which are related to industrial policy, trade policy, 

infrastructure bottlenecks, inflation and macroeconomic issues, 

governance issues, demography and human capital. There is also 

a need for better industrial and human resource policies, higher 

investment and savings rates, higher exports and foreign 

investment inflows. This book studies the importance of growth, 

the role of industrial policy in sustaining it, and other critical 

issues regarding ways to revive and sustain higher growth in 

India across various sectors of the economy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

183 Tarango, Javier 49637 

    Role of information professionals in the knowledge  economy: 

skills, profile and a model for supporting   scientific production 

and Communication/ Javier Tarango and Juan D. Machin--

Cambridge: Chandos Publishing, 2017 

  

  Role of Information Professionals in the Knowledge Economy: 

Skills, Profile and a Model for Supporting Scientific Production 

and Communication presents tools, products and resources that 

are necessary for institutions to acquire and develop a scientific 

culture; a key area that defines their international 

competitiveness. acquisition and development of a scientific 

culture. It redefines the role and skills of information 

professionals that institutions need to support and manage their 

scientific production and communication through a model 

provided. 
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184 Teltumbde, Anand 49722 

  Dalits: past, present and future/ Anand Teltumbde.--London: 

Routledge, 2018 

 

  This book is a comprehensive introduction to Dalits in India 

from the origins of caste system to the present day. It traces the 

multifarious changes that befell them during the colonial period 

and their development thereafter under the leadership of 

Babasaheb Ambedkar in the centre of political arena. It looks at 

hitherto unexplored aspects of the degeneration of the Dalit 

movement during the post-Ambedkar period, as well as salient 

contemporary issues such as the rise of the Bahujan Samaj Party, 

Dalit capitalism, the occupation of Dalit discourse by NGOs, 

neoliberalism and its impact, and the various implicit or explicit 

emancipation schemas thrown up by them. The work also 

discusses ideology, strategy and tactics of the Dalit movement; 

touches upon one of the most contentious issues of increasing 

divergence between the Dalit and Marxist movements; and 

delineates the role of the state, both colonial and post-colonial, in 

shaping Dalit politics in particular ways. 

 

    

185 Towards knowledge management in e-libraries/ edited by H.K. 

Tripathi--New Delhi: DPS Publishing House, 2017 

49616 

  To represent knowledge better, all latest available ICT should be 

explored. New technologies should be embraced as a means of 

providing access to free knowledge and libraries must contribute 

to disseminate research, share their information resources and 

making available low-cost open data resources. This festschrift 

volume in honour of Dr. Hansraj has articles on ICT based 

knowledge management, knowledge management in libraries, 

knowledge management in agriculture and scientometrics. 

 

    

186 दत्पाठी, सवे  49619 

  सूचना प्रौद्योदगकी का वैदश्वक पररदृश्य/ सवे  दत्पाठी --नई दिल्ली, 

द वांक प्रका न,  2017 

 

  सूचना प्रौद्योदगकी भाषा अदभव्यब्लक्त का स क्त माध्यम िै | इसके 

िहुआयामी उपयोग के कारण दवकास के नए द्वार खुल रिे िैं | 

इलेक्ट्र ोदनक वादणज् के रूप में ई-कामसश, इन्टरनेि, इ-मेल, ई-

प्र ासन, ई-िैंदकंग, सूचनाओ ं का आिान प्रिान, ई-एजुके न, ई-

 ादपंग, आका वाणी, िूरि शन आदि माध्यमो ं का दवकास हुआ | 

आदथशक उिारवाि के िौर में वैदश्वक ग्राम की संकल्पना संचार एवं 

प्रोद्योदगकी दकए कारण सफल हुई िै | सूचना प्रौद्योदगकी सूचनाओ के 

संजाल का दनत नूतन तकनीक से दवकास को रेखांदकत कराती िै | 
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187 Turner, Colin 49655 

    Global infrastructure networks: the trans-national  strategy and 

policy interface/ Colin Turner and Debra Johnson--Cheltenham: 

Edward Elgar Publishing, 2017 

  

  Infrastructure represents the core underpinning architecture of 

the global economic system. This book looks at the forces for the 

integration and fragmentation of the global infrastructure system. 

The authors undertake a thorough examination of the main 

internationalised infrastructure sectors: energy, transport and 

information. They argue that the global infrastructure system is a 

network of national systems and that state strategies exert 

powerful forces upon the form and function of this system. The 

significant impact of globalisation on infrastructure adaptation is 

especially highlighted, as well as the key limitations hindering 

development. 

 

 

 

    

188 Understanding women's land rights: gender discrimination in 

ownership/ Edited by Prem Chowdhry--New Delhi: Sage 

Publications, 2017 

49687 

  This book critically evaluates existing state laws regarding land 

ownership. The varied forms of gender discrimination that exist 

between and within regions, communities, and caste groups are 

studied. Few women own land, and even fewer effectively 

control it. The book recommends ways to counter this inequality 

by challenging laws and sociocultural values that allow 

discrimination to persist. 

 

 

 

    

189 Universities in the national innovation systems: experiences from 

the Asia-pacific/edited by V.V. Krishna--London: Routledge, 2018 

49654 

  This volume looks at the role of universities in the National 

Innovation Systems in economies of the Asia Pacific. It 

examines the tremendous growth of human and knowledge 

capital made possible by teaching and research excellence in 

major universities, along with how universities are being re-

positioned as frontiers of innovation in the National Systems of 

Innovation. The chapters assess the impact of globalisation and 

innovation together with the emergence of ‘new’ knowledge 

sites extended to the Asia Pacific region. 
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190 Vidyarthi, Sanjeev 49583 

    Understanding India's new approach to spatial planning and 

development: a salient shift?/ Sanjeev Vidyarthi, Shishir Mathur 

and Sandeep Agrawal--New Delhi: Oxford  University Press, 

2017 

  

  This book focuses on the complex nature of India’s ongoing 

urbanization and transformations in the interrelated domains of 

infrastructure finance and development, local planning practice, 

and on-the-ground empirical outcomes. Instead of discussing the 

largest cities—such as Kolkata, Mumbai, and Delhi—that 

dominate the discourse on urban India, the authors pay close 

attention to regional cities and rural settlements. 

 

 

 

    

191 Waisova, Sarka 49733 

  Environmental cooperation as a tool for conflict transformation 

and resolution/ Sarka Waisova--Lanham: Lexington Books, 

2017 

 

  The book examines the emergence of environmental cooperation 

and its function in political conflicts. It concludes that not all 

environmental cooperation is real cooperation and not all real 

cooperation is favorable. The scope, form, and content of 

cooperation are important to the peacebuilding potential of 

environmental cooperation, and there are multiple intervening 

factors such as motivation of actors, their value preferences, and 

duration of the support of external actors. 

 

 

 

    

192 Water and health/edited by Alpana Kateja--Jaipur: Rawat 

Publications, 2017 

49585 

  The present volume focuses on growing threats to health from 

detrimental pollutants in water, the life giving substance. 

Containing a wide array of empirical analyses and field level 

case studies, the volume has metamorphosed into an interesting 

and useful compendium of issues such as pollution caused by 

pesticide and heavy metals; health impact of contaminants like 

fluoride, nitrate, and salinity; and lack of safe drinking water and 

sanitation. 
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193 Water resources potentiality, vulnerability and management: Indian 

experiences/edited by B.W. Pandey --New Delhi: Research India 

Press, 2017 

49586 

  Water resource potentiality, vulnerability and management: 

Indian experiences deals with the significance of water resource 

management for sustainable future. Discusses over exploitation 

of ground water resources in Jahajjar District and domestic water 

supply and management in Rivari District in Haryana. Use and 

significance of water resources in Jharkhand, Garhwal 

Himalaya’s, Kinnar District of Himachal Pradesh, Sikar District 

of Rajasthan and Delhi have been explored. Also discusses role 

of water conservation in watershed management. 

 

 

 

    

194 Whither sustainable development: studies in planning and 

management of land and water resources/ edited by V.S. Negi, B.W. 

Pandey and Poonam Kumria--New Delhi: Research India Press, 

2017 

49588 

  This book assesses the situation of management of land and 

water resources. The case studies in the book provide extensive 

picture of the planning and management challenges along with 

presenting the analysis and ideas of keys for better sustainable 

development of land and water resources in various parts in 

India. 

 

 

 

    

195 Wilson, Ross J. 49700 

  Natural history: heritage, place and politics/Ross J. Wilson --

London: Routledge, 2018 

 

  The concept of ’natural heritage’ has become increasingly 

significant with the threat of dwindling resources, environmental 

degradation and climatic change. As humanity’s impact on the 

condition of life on earth has become more prominent, a 

discernible shift in the relationship between western society and 

the environment has taken place. This book focuses on the ideas, 

values and agendas that have defined the representation and 

reception of the history of the natural world, including geology 

and paleontology, within contemporary society, addressing how 

the heritage of natural history, whether through museums, parks, 

tourist sites or popular culture is used to shape social, political, 

cultural and moral identities. 
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196 World-system as unit of analysis: past contributions and future 

advances/ edited by Roberto Patricio Korzeniewicz --New York: 

Routledge, 2018 

49696 

  This book takes stock of some of the enduring theoretical and 

empirical contributions of a world-system perspective, and 

identifies promising directions for future inquiry and discussion. 

Taking seriously the issue of unit of analysis, this book explores 

critically productive ways for better understanding global 

patterns of continuity and change. 

 

    

197 Wright, Michelle F. 49611 

  Identity, sexuality, and relationships among emerging  adults in 

the digital age/ Michelle F. Wright--Hershey: IGI Global, 2017 

 

  Identity, Sexuality, and Relationships among Emerging Adults in 

the Digital Age is a pivotal reference source for the latest 

research on the role of digital media and its impact on identity 

development, behavioral formations, and the inter-personal 

relationships of young adults. Featuring extensive coverage 

across a range of relevant perspectives and topics, such as self-

comparison, virtual communities, and online dating, this book is 

ideally designed for academicians, researchers and professionals 

seeking current research on the use and impact of online social 

forums among progressing adults. 

 

    

198 Wright, Robert E. 49662 

  Poverty of slavery: how unfree labor pollutes the  economy/ 

Robert E. Wright--Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017 

 

  The book demonstrates that slavery has never promoted 

economic growth or development, neither today nor in the past. 

While unfree labor may be lucrative for slaveholders, its 

negative effects on a country’s economy, much like pollution, 

drag down all members of society. Tracing the history of slavery 

around the world, from prehistory through the US Antebellum 

South to the present day, Wright illustrates how slaveholders 

burden communities and governments with the task of 

maintaining the system while preventing productive individuals 

from participating in the economy. 

 

    

199 Yi, Zhixian 49634 

    Marketing services and resources in information   organizations/ 

Zhixian Yi--Cambridge:  Chandos Publishing, 2018 

  

  This book provides an introduction to marketing, the marketing 

process, and marketing concepts, research, mix and branding, 

techniques for marketing electronic resources, social media 

marketing and the future of marketing services and resources. 
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200 Zhang, Li-fang 49617 

  Value of intellectual styles/  Li-fang Zhang--New York: 

Cambridge University Press, 2017 

 

  Intellectual styles are individuals' preferred ways of using their 

abilities. This book provides the first comprehensive and 

systematic review of existing research on the value and 

desirability of different intellectual styles. The author 

demonstrates that the creativity-generating Type I styles are 

generally superior to the norm-conforming Type II styles in 

relation to a wide range of learning processes and developmental 

outcomes, work performance, physical and mental health, and 

many other domains of people's lives. She further demonstrates 

that people explicitly and implicitly express their preference for 

Type I styles over Type II styles. Professor Zhang elucidates the 

practical value of cultivating diverse intellectual styles, 

especially Type I styles, in both academic and nonacademic 

settings. 
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